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Abstract

In this research, the study of signaling design in ultra wideband (UWB)
system is conducted. UWB signaling design can be effectively manipulated
for the purposes of performance improvement and interference mitigation.
Timing jitter, as a critical issue in UWB signaling design, is also investigated
to assess its impact to system performance.

Chapter 1 describes the research background, and the motivation that
becomes the catalyst to the completion of this study. Then the objectives
are listed to provide a clear direction for the study. Finally the overview of
the thesis is to define the areas in which the research has covered.

Chapter 2 provides an overall introduction to UWB systems, with spe-
cific emphasis on direct sequence (DS) and DS multiband (MB). System
models including signal model, received signal and receiver model are pre-
sented and discussed in detail. The UWB system is designed to propagate
over multipath and multi-user channel. The considered multipath environ-
ment is defined by the IEEE 802.15.3a channel models (CM). The character-
istics of the CM’s are also introduced and elaborated with suggested further
references. Multi-user environment in this study assumes that asynchronous
simultaneous users share the same propagation channel with similar trans-
mitted power. Next, applying the system model developed, performance of
UWB system corresponding to different parameters and propagation envi-
ronments are presented and analyzed.

Chapter 3 deals with signaling design in varying low chip duty factor
(DF), a unique parameter in UWB system. Firstly, three methods of design-
ing low DF UWB signal are introduced. Each method manipulates different
parameters, requires different system resources and is capable of offering
respective advantages. Then, the systems are simulated over multipath and
multi-user environment in the presence of a coexisting narrowband signal.
In multipath and multi-user environment, the interactions between low DF
UWB signaling design to channel fading, self interference and multi-user in-
terference are analyzed, and the related system performance are evaluated.
Additionally, assuming the presence of a coexisting narrowband signal, the
advantage of low DF UWB signaling over narrowband interference is also
presented and discussed. System performance is evaluated from both the
perspectives of energy capture and bit error rate. In this chapter, besides DS
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and DS-MB spreading techniques, time hopping (TH) and DS-TH spreading
techniques are also coupled to low DF UWB signal to provide more thorough
investigations.

Chapter 4 proposes two interference mitigation techniques developed by
manipulating signaling design in DS and DS-MB UWB system. UWB sys-
tem occupies a wide bandwidth, thus easily receives interference from co-
existing narrowband systems, and simultaneously generates UWB interfer-
ence to these narrowband systems. Techniques which are able to mitigate
this mutual interference by: (a) suppressing sub-band power in a multiband
UWB system and (b) employing signaling design with low DF, are developed
and presented. Firstly, DS-MB-UWB system with sub-band power suppres-
sion is proposed and the ability to mitigate mutual interference is discussed.
Next, DS and DS-MB-UWB systems employing low DF signaling design are
proposed with analysis of their interference mitigation capabilities. Then,
by combining the mitigation techniques to respective UWB systems, perfor-
mance in coexistence with a narrowband system over different propagation
environments is investigated. Additionally, the effects of applying different
parameters in system design are also presented and commented.

Chapter 5 highlights and mitigates the impact of timing jitter in UWB
signaling design. Timing jitter exists in all digital communication sys-
tems, and is particularly pronounced in UWB signal with nano-second order
pulses. Firstly, the introduction on timing jitter existing in UWB receiver is
presented. Then, the relationship between timing jitter and the degradation
of correlator output in the receiver is discussed. Next, the statistical prop-
erties of timing jitter are characterized and modeled. Applying the system
model and timing jitter model, the performance of UWB system over multi-
path and multi-user environment in the presence of timing jitter is evaluated.
The compromised performance improvement achievable by adding different
system resources are investigated and commented corresponding to varying
timing jitter. Lastly, a mitigation technique to timing jitter is developed by
employing DS-MB-UWB signaling design, and the results are shown.

Chapter 6 sums up the study with concluding remarks. The prospects
of signaling design in UWB performance improvement and interference mit-
igation are commented with potential future works.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research Background and Motivation

For the past few decades, wireless communication systems have been evolv-
ing rapidly, from initially as an alternative technology, to eventually shad-
owing the superiority of the conventional wired communication systems.
Today, replacing crisscrossing cables with wireless connectivity has become
a major trend for recent communication applications.

The transition from the second to the third and fourth generation mobile
radio, the rise of wireless connections of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth that enable
information exchange anywhere anytime, are among the many examples
proving the fact that wireless technology is growing continuously to meet
consumer demands for higher capacity, faster service and better security.
One immediate effect of this overwhelming growth is the overcrowding of the
already scarce radio frequency (RF) spectrum. As a result, the availability
of the RF spectrum has becoming more limited with the introduction of
more new radio services.

Ultra wideband (UWB) technology offers a timely solution to this dead-
lock by allowing new services to coexist with current radio systems with
minimal or no interference. UWB is a ‘new engineering technology’ focus-
ing particularly on new perspectives of application with no new physical
properties [1]. The early applications of UWB can be traced back to high
resolution radar systems [2]. After that, the technology has been given new
direction on military, collision avoidance and positioning applications follow-
ing the publication of [3]. Not until late 1990’s that the commercialization
of UWB devices and systems took place, initiated by companies [4, 5].

The intensed hype gathering around UWB technology owes a great deal
to its capability of supporting high data rates, from the already demon-
strated 100Mbps, to the potentials in order of Gbps over short distance.
This feature enables consumer applications ranging from wireless home net-
works with multiple streaming of large multimedia files, to remote sensing
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16 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

and tracking devices with high accuracy. These applications would not have
been possible with the conventional wireless systems. Besides, the modula-
tion of pulses directly into the transmitting antenna also provides encour-
aging benefits of less complex transceiver designs. This feature captures
specially manufacturers aiming to produce inexpensive high-tech consumer
products. Furthermore, the employment of short and low duty cycle pulses
improves immunity towards multipath propagation, and meanwhile requires
low power consumption, which directly translates to longer battery lifespan.
Moreover, the precise ranging characteristic of UWB technology also enables
applications such as automotive collision avoidance, effective traffic control
and so on.

All these technical advantages and potential applications have directed
a huge amount of attention on UWB technology. The key players are none
other than the multi national corporations in the telecommunication busi-
ness and research-based communication institutions. The momentum is ac-
cumulated so rapidly that the participation of regulators are becoming more
aggressive. Up to date, several specifications and guidelines have been drawn
to assist its direction of research, development and implementation [6–8].

Despite the inviting advantages offered, there are still numerous chal-
lenges to be overcome before UWB technology can become a popular and
ubiquitous technology. One significant challenge to date is the regulatory
problems. In order to ‘submerge’ under and coexist with other wireless sys-
tems, especially licensed wireless services, UWB technology has to convince
service providers that the potential interference is not harmful to their ex-
isting services. Also, although the promise of simple and low cost system is
delivered, several technical and implementation issues remain.

Among other technical challenges urgently in need of attention, is the is-
sue on combating interference and fading channels. Multipath propagation,
multiple access and coexisting narrowband signal have been major sources
of interference compromising UWB performance. These interference have to
be addressed and mitigated. In this thesis, one of the main objectives is to
deal with interference due to various propagation environments by employ-
ing signaling design. Besides, timing error caused by circuitry imperfection
has also severely degraded signal reception in the UWB receiver. Therefore,
another objective of this thesis is to assess the impact of timing error on sys-
tem performance and relevant methods to mitigate it. Detailed background
for each of the challenges is given specific discussion and treatment in the
introduction section of respective chapters.

Realizing the ‘unfinished business’ in UWB technology, this study is
conducted to tackle these main issues from the perspective of signaling in
the physical layer design. The next section lists out clearly the objectives
and goals of this study.
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1.2 Research Objective

The objectives of this research are:

1. To study and understand UWB system from the perspective of signal-
ing design.

2. To identify the potential advantages offered by UWB signaling with
low chip duty factor.

3. To develop interference mitigation techniques for UWB system through
signaling design.

4. To assess and mitigate the impact of timing jitter in UWB signaling.

1.3 Research Overview

The remaining chapters of the thesis are organized as below:
Chapter 2 intends to give a brief introduction on UWB system, by at-

tempting to provide answers to typical questions regarding signaling design,
such as:

• How does designing different signaling schemes affect system perfor-
mance in general?

• What is the relationship between system performance to different sys-
tem parameters and propagation environment?

In this chapter, spreading techniques direct sequence (DS) and DS multi-
band (MB) methods are introduced. Signal models and receiver models are
presented with emphasis from the energy capture perspective. Then, sys-
tem performance corresponding to parameters such as signal to noise ratio
(SNR), chip length, number of bands, operating frequency are also investi-
gated. The different system response in various propagation channels such
as multipath channel and multi-user channel are shown and analyzed. Ad-
ditionally, in multipath environment, Rake receiver is essential and is thus
investigated in detail.

Chapter 3 intends to investigate the impact of employing low chip duty
factor (DF) in UWB signaling design on system performance, by answering
questions such as:

• How to design a low DF UWB signal?

• What are the advantages and tradeoff parameters of the low duty
UWB signal?
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This chapter shows the fundamental difference between UWB signal and
the conventional spread spectrum signal. Parameters involved in designing
a low DF UWB signal are listed and discussed. Next, system performance of
low DF UWB systems corresponding to these parameters are presented and
analyzed. Analysis is also conducted by employing different UWB spreading
methods such as time hopping (TH) and DS-TH techniques. Additionally,
performance in the presence of narrowband interference is also commented.

Chapter 4 intends to develop mitigation techniques for UWB system
against interference. It is interesting to understand that:

• Can interference be mitigated by simply applying different signaling
designs?

• How can these mitigation techniques be designed?

In this chapter, a narrowband interference is considered to spectrally coexist
with the UWB signal. Two interference mitigation techniques are developed
through signaling design to reduce mutual interference between UWB sys-
tem to and from the coexisting narrowband systems. The proposed mitiga-
tion methods are the sub-band power suppression mitigation method and
the low DF mitigation method. In this chapter, both methods are given de-
tailed treatment, highlighting corresponding design issues, advantages and
tradeoff requirements.

Chapter 5 intends to understand the impact of timing jitter in UWB
signaling design. Some typical questions about timing jitter are:

• How significant is the impact of timing jitter in UWB system?

• How to mitigate the impact of timing jitter?

This chapter shows the performance degradation due to timing jitter in cor-
respondence to different parameters such as root mean square jitter, SNR
and pulse duration. The impact of timing jitter is also shown in varying
propagation channels such as multipath channel and multi-user channel.
Then, a jitter-mitigation technique employing multiband signaling method
is introduced and the results are discussed.

Chapter 6 concludes with comments on the prospects of signaling design
in UWB systems. Potential future works are also given.



Chapter 2

Introduction to UWB
System

Conventional UWB system transmits and receives very short pulses and is
commonly known as impulse radio (IR) [9]. And by modulating pulses to
different time slots in a relatively long pulse repetition interval, multiple
access can be supported in a common propagation environment. This is
known as the time hopping (TH) UWB system [10,11].

As UWB technology receives more attention from the wireless commu-
nity, other modulation methods are also proposed to be coupled with the
technology [12]. Among others widely applied, is the popular direct sequence
(DS) method. DS spreading is an established method in the spread spec-
trum (SS) technology [13], and can be conveniently employed in the UWB
system. This spreading method is well known in the digital cellular industry
to possess useful properties such as low peak to average power ratio [14] and
robustness to multi-user interference [15]. Work in [16] draws some differ-
ences between UWB and DS-SS. A general overview on DS-UWB system
performance is being investigated in [17]. However, there are still numerous
unexplored aspects in its performance in various propagation environment.
Therefore, the first purpose of this chapter is to investigate these unexplored
areas of DS signaling in UWB system.

Next, the idea of DS spreading in UWB can be extended to multiband
(MB) system to become DS-MB-UWB system. This is a novel hybrid system
that occupies several narrower sub-bands instead of a wider single band.
The advantage of occupying more than a single band can be given in [18].
However, despite the advantages able to be offered by DS-MB-UWB system,
not much attention has been given in current literatures. Therefore, another
purpose of this chapter is to explore the potentials of DS-MB signaling for
UWB system in different propagation environments.

The outline of this chapter is given as below. Firstly, the system models
of both DS-UWB and DS-MB-UWB system over various channels are intro-
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Figure 2.1: Top level block diagram of UWB system.

duced. Then the multipath channel model is presented. Finally the system
performance in these propagation channels are investigated and analyzed.

2.1 System Models

In this section, a detailed description on the DS-UWB and DS-MB-UWB
system model is presented. The top level block diagram of a general UWB
system in fig.2.1 consists of three main parts: transmitter, channel and
receiver.

2.1.1 Signal Model

By assuming the binary phase shift keying (BPSK) as data modulation, the
transmitted DS-MB-UWB signal of the k-th user can be given by:

s(k)(t) =
√
Ep

∞∑
i=−∞

Ns−1∑
j=0

dic
(k)
j p(t− iTs − j

Tp

δ
) cos

(
2πf (k)

m (t− j
Tp

δ
)
)

m = 1, 2, ..., B (2.1)

where di is the i-th BPSK data bit uniform over {+1,-1}, each with bit
energy Eb, cj is the j-th user-dependent DS code of random sequence over
{+1,-1}, Ns is the number of chips per bit, Ts is the bit duration, Tp is
the transmitted pulse duration, δ is the chip duty factor (DF), δ = Tp/Tc

where Tc is the chip duration, Ep is the energy per pulse, p(t) is the unit
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Figure 2.2: DS-MB-UWB (a)Signaling and (b)Spectral Diagram.

energy pulse waveform, fm is the multiband frequency selected randomly
from a total of B number of sub-bands to form a user-dependent frequency
hopping sequence, with probability of each fm, as P (fm) = 1/B. Also note
that system data rate Rb and processing gain (PG) are given by 1/Ts and
NsB/δ respectively.

In (2.1), the BPSK data is spread by Ns chips each with center fre-
quency fm. The center frequency is constantly hopping from one sub-band
to another, chosen from the total B sub-bands. The sub-bands are spec-
trally orthogonal towards each other. The signaling diagram can be shown
in fig.2.2(a) and the spectral diagram in fig.2.2(b). The multiband frequency
hopping rate Sr, or how frequent the changing of fm is, can be expressed by
1/Tc. This means that the hopping of multiple sub-bands is synchronized
with the transition of the DS chips. One DS chip is modulated with one
center frequency, then the next chip with a different center frequency, and
so on. The sub-band bandwidth Wsub and system total bandwidth Wt can
be defined as 2/Tp and 2B/Tp respectively. Energy per sub-band Esub can
be defined as EbP (fm) = Eb/B.

Next, we can easily generate a single band DS-UWB signal by modifying
the multiple hopping bands of the DS-MB-UWB signal in (2.1) to a fixed
center frequency fc, as:

s(k)(t) =
√
Ep

∞∑
i=−∞

Ns−1∑
j=0

dic
(k)
j p(t− iTs − j

Tp

δ
) cos (2πfct) (2.2)

Here, PG and Wt can be defined as Ns/δ and 2/Tp respectively. Properties
of the DS-UWB signal can be viewed as similar to the DS-MB-UWB signal
except for the constant center frequency.

At the receiver side, DS chips with the same polarities and center fre-
quency (or frequencies) as the corresponding transmitted signal are used as
the template signal for correlation process. In other words, it is assumed that
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the receiver has knowledge of the DS chip sequence and frequency hopping
pattern of the transmitter.

2.1.2 Received Signal

The received signal over an AWGN and multipath channel in the presence
of narrowband interference for the k-th user can be given by:

r(k)(t) = s(k)(t) ∗ h(t) + η(t) + ε(t) (2.3)

where h(t) is the channel impulse response, ∗ represents the convolution
process, η(t) is the white Gaussian noise and ε(t) is the interference from
the coexisting narrowband signal.

For DS-MB-UWB signal, (2.3) can be described as:

r(k)(t) =
√
Ep

∞∑
i=−∞

Ns−1∑
j=0

dic
(k)
j m(t− iTs − j

Tp

δ
) cos

(
2πf (k)

m (t− j
Tp

δ
)
)

+η(t) + ε(t) m = 1, 2, ..., B (2.4)

And for DS-UWB signal, (2.3) can be described as:

r(k)(t) =
√
Ep

∞∑
i=−∞

Ns−1∑
j=0

dic
(k)
j m(t−iTs−j Tp

δ
) cos (2πfct)+η(t)+ε(t) (2.5)

where m(t) = p(t) ∗ h(t) is the channel response of the signal.
We assume that the channel remains constant for the entire bit duration.

Note that the transmitted pulse p(t) has unit energy, channel response m(t)
has energy Ed =

∫ Td

0 m2(t)dt, and Ed ≤ NsEp due to fading. Here, Td is
the maximum delay spread with respect to the first arriving path. The total
number of resolvable multipath is therefore given by L = Td/Tp.

As described by (2.3), a spectrally coexisting narrowband signal is as-
sumed to be present in the channel. The narrowband signal can be further
given as:

ε(t) =
√

2Pj

∞∑
x=−∞

vxg(t− xTj) cos(2πfnrbt) (2.6)

where vx represents the x-th BPSK phase randomly uniform on {+1,-1}, Tj

is the data duration, fnrb is the center frequency, g(t) is the signal waveform
with signal power Pj and bandwidth Wj = 2/Tj .

Here, we also define the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and signal to inter-
ference ratio (SIR) to be Eb/N0 and EbTs/2Pj , where N0 is the one-sided
AWGN PSD.
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Then, considering signal from multi users sharing the same channel, the
total received signal can be given by:

r(t) =
K−1∑
k=0

r(k)(t− φk) (2.7)

whereK is the total number of simultaneous users sharing the same channel,
φk represents the time delays of the interfering signals from other asynchro-
nous users received by the k-th user and 0 ≤ φk < Ts.

2.1.3 Receiver Model

By employing a Rake receiver, a template signal is generated to perform
correlation process with the received signal.

For DS-MB-UWB signal, the template signal can be described as:

ψ(k)(t) =
1√
Ns

Ns−1∑
j=0

c
(k)
j p(t− j

Tp

δ
) cos

(
2πf (k)

m (t− j
Tp

δ
)
)

(2.8)

And for DS-UWB signal, as:

ψ(k)(t) =
1√
Ns

Ns−1∑
j=0

c
(k)
j p(t− j

Tp

δ
) cos (2πfct) (2.9)

Note that the receiver is assumed to obtain knowledge of the sequence
and spreading codes of the transmitted signal. Here ψ(k)(t) is used to cor-
relate with r(t) at delays of multiple Tp [19]. This is where multipath re-
solvability can be increased as low DF signal in the multiples of Tc being
resolved in multiples of Tp. Since it is well understood that we are modeling
the receiver of the k-th user, here on the superscript k will be left out from
the template signal ψ(k)(t).

The correlation between ψ(t) and r(t) at the l-th Rake finger with delay
τl can be described as:

Zl =
∫ Tb

0
r(t)ψ(t− τl)dt =

√
EpNsEdχlα(τl) + ηl + εl

l = 0, 1, ..., L − 1 (2.10)

where α(τl) =
∫ ∞
−∞m(t)p(t − τl)dt is the correlation between channel re-

sponse m(t) and unit energy pulse p(t) at delay τl, χl is the signal amplitude
at delay τl, ηl =

∫ Ts

0 η(t)ψ(t)dt is the Gaussian noise at delay τl, and εl =∫ Ts

0 ε(t)ψ(t)dt is the interference energy at delay τl.
Note that α(τ) = 0 if τ ≤0 or τ ≥ Td. We employ Rake receivers with

maximal ratio combining (MRC) method [19] for energy capture, assuming
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of Received Signal Channel Response and Placement
of Template Signals in the Rake Receiver.

both magnitude and phase of the channel response are known, and also equal
gain combining (EGC) method [19], assuming only the phase of the channel
response is known. The placement of template signals by Rake receiver in
multiples of Tp in the channel response with maximum delay spread Td can
be illustrated in fig.2.3.

Next, the Rake combiner combines the resolvable paths to form the de-
cision statistics. If all L paths are combined, the receiver is known as an
all Rake (ARake) receiver, whereas if only the best Lc < L paths are com-
bined, the receiver is known as a selective Rake (SRake) receiver. An SRake
receiver has a compromised energy capture capability, with lower system
complexity [19].

2.2 Energy Capture and System Performance

The idea of energy capture (EC) for impulse radio is initially proposed in [20]
and is later applied to characterize system performance in multipath envi-
ronment [21]. In this section, EC is extended into the analysis of DS-UWB
and DS-MB-UWB system performance corresponding to different parame-
ters.

The energy able to be captured by the Rake receiver in a total number
of Lc paths are given as:
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Ecap = EpNsEd

Lc−1∑
l=0

|χlα(τl)|2 (2.11)

It is important to note that Ecap is the energy captured by matching
the template signal to the channel response, and Ecap < Ed due to fading,
self interference and Rake fingers. From (2.11), we can also express the
normalized captured energy as:

E′
cap =

Ecap

Ed
∗ 100% (2.12)

Here, we can define E′
cap (in %) as the ratio between the captured energy

Ecap and the ideal total energy in received signal Ed.
Next, applying the captured energy, the combined resolvable paths are

used to form the decision statistics. The decision statistic for MRC method
can be described as:

Z =
√
EpNsEd

Lc−1∑
l=0

χlα(τl)Zl = EpNsEd

Lc−1∑
l=0

χ2
l α(τl)α(τl) + η + ε (2.13)

where η =
∑Lc−1

l=0

√
EpNsEdχlα(τl)ηl is the Gaussian noise in all Lc paths

and ε =
∑Lc−1

l=0

√
EpNsEdχlα(τl)εl is the interference energy existing in all

Lc paths.
And for MRC method, as:

Z =
Lc−1∑
l=0

βlZl =
√
EpNsEd

Lc−1∑
l=0

βlχlα(τl) + η + ε (2.14)

where βl={+1,-1}, η =
∑Lc−1

l=0 βlηl is the Gaussian noise in all Lc paths and
ε =

∑Lc−1
l=0 βlεl is the interference energy existing in all Lc paths.

Finally, system performance is quantified as bit error rate (BER) which
can be described as:

BER = P (di = +1)P (Zi < 0|di = +1) + P (di = −1)P (Zi > 0|di = −1)
(2.15)

where P (·) denotes probability and Zi is the decision statistic of the i-th
data di.

2.3 Multipath Channel Model

The multipath channel model [22, 23] proposed by IEEE P802.15 working
group for wireless personal area network (WPAN) is applied in this research.
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Table 2.1: IEEE 802.15.3a Multipath Channel Models.
Model LOS/NLOS Distance RMS Delay
CM1 LOS 0-4m 5.28ns
CM2 NLOS 0-4m 8.03ns
CM3 NLOS 4-10m 14.28ns
CM4 Extreme NLOS – 25ns

This realistic indoor multipath channel models for UWB communications
are proposed with reference to the classical work in [24], with slight modifi-
cation on the multipath gain magnitude as lognormal distributed instead of
Rayleigh distributed.

The impulse response of the i-th realization can be given by [22]:

hx(t) = Xx

λcl∑
l=0

λray∑
l=0

ax
y,lζD(t− T x

l − τx
y,l) (2.16)

where ζD is the Dirac delta function, {ax
x,l} are the multipath gain coeffi-

cients, {T x
l } is the delay of the l-th cluster, {τx

y,l} is the delay of the y-th
multipath component (ray) relative to the l-th cluster arrival time {T x

l },
{Xx} is the log-normal shadowing term, λcl is the total number of clusters
and λray is the number of rays in each cluster.

Eq.(2.16) can be different for different physical condition of the indoor
multipath channel. Note that [22, 23] have not included path loss model.
Brief descriptions for these channel models are shown in tab.2.11.

2.4 Simulation Setup and Parameters

The system and channel model developed in the previous sections are em-
ployed to investigate the system performance of DS and DS-MB-UWB sys-
tems through computer simulations.

DS-UWB and DS-MB-UWB signals are transmitted over multipath,
multi-user channels in the presence of a coexisting narrowband signal. This
section discusses the performance in multipath and multi-user environment,
while the impact of narrowband interference will be discussed in later chap-
ters. Multipath channel models in [22] are applied. Also, modulated Gaussian
pulse with center frequency fc (in the case of DS-MB-UWB, multiple center
frequencies fm with m=1,2,3...,B) are assumed. The pulse can be described
as:

p(t) = cos(2πft)exp
(
−2π

(
t

tm

))
(2.17)

1LOS: line of sight. NLOS: Non LOS. CM: Channel Model, RMS: root mean square.
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Table 2.2: Simulation Parameters for DS-UWB and DS-MB-UWB Systems.
Parameters

pulse duration Tp 0.267ns to 4ns
chip length Ns 1 to 40

SNR 0dB to 24dB
Rake fingers Lc 1 to L

Rake combining method MRC, EGC
Multipath Channel Model IEEE 802.15.3a CM1, CM2, CM3, CM4

number of simultaneous users 1 to 8
data modulation BPSK
pulse waveform modulated Gaussian

where tm = 0.39Tp is the pulse width constant, Tp is the pulse duration and
f is the pulse center frequency. The summary of simulation parameters can
be shown in tab.2.2.

2.5 Performance in Multipath Channel

DS-UWB Performance vs. SNR

Fig.2.4 presents the DS-UWB system performance vs. SNR in various mul-
tipath channel models. System parameters such as Tp, Lc, Ns are set to
be 1ns, 8 and 15 respectively. The system operates at fc=5GHz and the
receiver employs Rake with MRC. Also, single user environment is assumed.

It is found that as SNR increases, BER performance can be improved.
SNR is an input resource that measures the strength of signal over AWGN
noise. Therefore, with higher SNR, stronger signal is generated and error in
the decision statistic can be reduced. In other words, more energy can be
captured at higher SNR. Here, it is shown that BER for CM1 is better than
CM2, CM2 than CM3 and CM3 than CM4. BER performance in CM1 out-
performs CM2 due to a stronger direct path and shorter delay spread in the
LOS propagation, whereas CM2 and CM3 outlines the degradation of fading
due to transceiver distance. CM4 highlights the degradation due to fading
in an extreme NLOS channel. Fading in a dense multipath environment is
one of the major factor determining performance for UWB communications.

DS-UWB Performance vs. Different Rake Receptions

Next, the DS-UWB performance corresponding to different Rake receivers
are presented and discussed in fig.2.5. Here, Rake receivers employing MRC
and EGC methods with varying number of Rake fingers are considered. It is
observed that Rake with MRC generally outperforms its EGC counterpart.
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Figure 2.4: BER Performance vs. SNR over Different Multipath Channels
for DS-UWB System. Tp=1ns, Ns=15, Lc=8, fc=5GHz.

An MRC ARake combining a total of L paths is found to perform relatively
the best, followed by MRC SRake with Lc < L combined paths. In MRC
Rake, less employed Rake fingers means less complex receiver structure but
also compromised performance. As for EGC Rake receivers, when Lc in-
creases from 1, BER performance improves until an optimum point, where
after, despite more Lc is employed, BER performance on the other hand,
degrades. This suggests that there are optimum Lc values for EGC Rake
receivers. It is also worth noting that performance becomes the worst as
Lc approaching ARake for EGC method. This is due to lacking of signal
magnitude estimation and dominance of AWGN as Lc approaches L.

Determining the combination of receiver type and Lc depends on re-
spective demands on the tradeoff between system complexity and system
performance.

DS-UWB Performance vs. Rake Fingers

Fig.2.6 furthers the analysis on performance of Rake reception corresponding
to varying selected and combined paths in multipath channel for DS-UWB
system.

For MRC Rake reception, as more Lc is being employed, better BER
performance can be achieved. This observation is valid for all CM1 to CM4,
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Figure 2.5: BER Performance vs. SNR for Different Rake Receivers for
DS-UWB System. Tp=1ns, Ns=15, fc=5GHz, CM1.

with CM1 having the best performance and CM4, the worst. Additionally,
it is found that increasing Lc does not always improve BER performance.
There is a point where after BER ‘saturates’ and does not further improve
despite continuously increasing Lc. This Lc can be referred as the ‘saturated
Lc’. For all CM, the ‘saturated Lc’ take place at around Lc=18. This can
be explained that EC is effective at the first several paths where most of the
signal energy is gathered in, and slowly declines in following resolvable paths.
This observation suggests that there exists a limit of employing SRake with
more Lc to enhance BER performance, since higher Lc means more complex
receiver structure.

On the other hand, for EGC Rake reception, when Lc increases from
1, performance improvement can be observed. However, there is a point
where continuously increasing Lc will on the contrary, degrades system per-
formance. These ‘optimum Lc’ have different values for respective channel
models, Lc=5 for CM1, Lc=12 for CM2, Lc=15 for CM3 and Lc=25 for
CM4. This ‘optimum Lc’ exists because EGC Rake receiver combines the
resolvable paths regardless of the amount of signal energy present in each
path. Thus, as Lc increases from 1, more energy can be captured, and BER
performance improves. But as Lc further increases, more noise is captured
in paths with very little amount of fractional signal energy, and AWGN
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Figure 2.6: BER Performance vs. Selected and Combined Paths for Dif-
ferent Rake Receivers for DS-UWB System. Tp=1ns, Ns=15, fc=5GHz,
SNR=20dB.

becomes more dominant.
Unlike EGC, degradation is not observed in Rake MRC because it places

weight in every resolvable path in accordance to the amount of signal energy
present, thus reducing the possibility of noise being captured.

Another comment in EGC Rake receiver is that at higher range of Lc,
CM2, CM3 and CM4 perform better than CM1. Note that CM2, CM3
and CM4 are NLOS channels, with a weak direct path, but more fractional
energy in the following paths. As in CM1 with LOS channel, a larger amount
energy is present in the first few paths. Therefore, at lower Lc, better
performance is observed in CM1, but the opposite is observed for CM2,
CM3 and CM4.

This section presents different characteristics for different types of Rake
receiver in multipath environment. The different performance of each type
Rake receiver enables more flexible design options meeting various demands
for performance-receiver complexity tradeoff.

DS-UWB Performance vs. Chip Length

In DS-UWB signaling, another essential parameter is the DS chip length.
The relationship between chip length Ns and BER performance can be
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Figure 2.7: BER Performance vs. Chip Length over Different Multipath
Channels for DS-UWB System, Tp=1ns. Lc=8, fc=5GHz, SNR=22dB.

shown in fig.2.7. Here the SNR is 22dB and multipath model CM1 to CM4
are considered. Also, single user environment is assumed.

It can be observed in fig.2.7 that in all channel models CM1 to CM, as
Ns increases, BER performance improves. As more Ns is used to spread one
data symbol, polarity randomization of the chips can be increased. This
divides the same bit energy Eb into more fractional pulse energy Ep, thus
enhances EC and reduces probability of wrong detection in the receiver. In
DS signaling, chip length is a direct system resource that can be used to
obtain better performance, with the tradeoff of processing gain (PG) and
data rate.

Additionally, it is also noted that increasing Ns to improve BER perfor-
mance is only effective up to a level, where ‘saturation’ takes place. After
the ‘saturation’ point, no significant enhancement can be observed despite
further increasing Ns. It is found that the saturation in fig.2.7 takes place
at approximately Nc=35.

DS-UWB Performance vs. Pulse Duration

Up to this section, analysis are conducted at system spreading bandwidth
Wt=2GHz (Tp=1ns). This section provides discussion on performance cor-
responding to system with varying Wt. Spreading bandwidth is also an
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Figure 2.8: BER Performance vs. Pulse Duration over Different Multipath
Channels for DS-UWB System. Lc=8, fc=6.75GHz, SNR=22dB.

essential parameter in UWB signaling, allowing more energy to be trans-
mitted at a fixed PSD.

Fig.2.8 shows the relationship between DS-UWB system performance
and Tp. The center frequency fc is constantly set to 6.75GHz with varying
Wt.

As Tp decreases from 4ns to approximately 1ns, BER performance in all
CM1 to CM4 generally improves. The reason is that as Tp decreases, less
channel fading is experienced by the signal. In other words, at shorter Tp,
the match filter is able to match the template signal in (2.9) to the received
signal in (2.7) more effectively. This explains the enhancement of BER due
to shorter Tp.

However, as Tp continues to decrease, BER performance on the other
hand, degrades. As Tp becomes even shorter, the total number of resolvable
paths L = Td/Tp becomes considerably larger. By employing SRake with
constant Lc=8, EC becomes less efficient in the increasing L. Furthermore,
at very short Tp, AWGN takes over to become the more dominant factor
compared to the captured energy, therefore causing BER to degrade signif-
icantly, as shown in the range of 0.267ns ≤ Tp ≤ 1ns for CM1 and CM2,
0.267ns ≤ Tp ≤ 2ns for CM3 and CM4, as shown in fig.2.8.
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Figure 2.9: BER Performance vs. SNR over Different Multipath Channels
for DS-MB-UWB System. Lc=8, PG=20.

DS-MB-UWB Performance vs. SNR

This section extends the analysis of DS-UWB signaling to multiband sys-
tem, namely the DS-MB-UWB system. Fig.2.9 presents the relationship
between DS-MB-UWB system performance and SNR. Number of bands
B considered for DS-MB-UWB signaling are 2 and 4 bands. Total band-
width Wt and PG for both systems are designed to be similar for fair com-
parison. For B=2, Tp=2ns, Ns=10, with center frequencies f1=3.5GHz
and f2=4.5GHz, whereas for B=4, Tp=4ns, Ns=5, with center frequencies
f1=3.25GHz, f2=3.75GHz, f3=4.25GHz and f4=4.75GHz.

Fig.2.9 shows that system with B=2 generally outperforms system with
B=4 in all CM1 to CM4. The reason is that in order to keep the PG
constant, shorter pulse and longer chip length are employed for system with
lower B, thus result in superiority over system with higher B. Besides,
relative performance among different multipath channels for DS-MB-UWB
system are not different from that of the DS-UWB system.

DS-MB-UWB Performance vs. Rake Fingers

Fig.2.10 presents the performance results for different Rake fingers for DS-
MB-UWB system. Here, SNR and PG are designed to be 24dB and 20
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Figure 2.10: BER Performance vs. Rake Fingers over Different Multipath
Channels for DS-MB-UWB System. SNR=24dB, PG=20.

respectively. Systems with B=2 and 4 are considered. Also, Rake receiver
with MRC method is used.

It is observed that in multiband systems, the behavior of MRC Rake
receiver performs alike to that in DS-UWB signaling system. BER perfor-
mance improves as Lc increases until the ‘saturation Lc’. System with B=4
collectively have worse performance that B=2.

One notable point in DS-MB-UWB signaling is on performance in CM3
and CM4. At lower Lc, system performs better in CM3 but as Lc increases,
the opposite is observed. And at the ‘saturated Lc’, BER performance for
CM4 outperforms CM3. This can be explain that DS-MB-UWB signal is
subject to more degradation due to distance than extreme NLOS condition.

2.6 Performance in Multi-user Channel

So far, only the scenario of a single user is considered in performance eval-
uation for UWB systems in various multipath channels. This section inves-
tigates the impact on system performance when more users are sharing the
same channel.
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DS-UWB Performance vs. Number of Users

Fig.2.11 presents the results for BER performance corresponding to number
of simultaneous users in the multi-user channel. System parameters such
as Tp, Lc and SNR are set to 1ns, 8 and 24dB respectively. The system is
operating at 5GHz with a Wt=2GHz. Transmit power of all users, including
the desired user, are assumed to be similar. Here, asynchronous multiple
access is considered.

As more users are present in the channel, BER performance degrades.
Different multipath channels are found to have different impact on the sys-
tem performance. System is CM1 outperforms the other NLOS channels,
while CM4 is relatively the worst. Besides that, to improve BER perfor-
mance, higherNs can be employed to increase polarity randomization among
users. From fig.2.11, system with higher Ns outperforms those with lower.

2.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, introductions on DS-UWB and DS-MB-UWB systems are
presented. System model including signaling model, channel model and
receiver model are developed. Then by using computer simulations, the
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performance of the systems are investigated over multipath and multi-user
environments. Different Rake receivers with varying Rake fingers are em-
ployed to evaluate the system performance in multipath channels. Addi-
tionally, the effects of other system resources such as chip length, spreading
bandwidth and SNR are also investigated.

Future works include the hybrid of TH signals in multiband UWB system
to further utilize the potentials.

The next chapter will further discuss the details manipulating chip duty
factor in signal design to achieve purposes such as fading channel mitigation
and narrowband interference mitigation.



Chapter 3

Impact of Chip Duty Factor

Unlike conventional spread spectrum (SS) system which intends to decrease
PSD by increasing spreading bandwidth at a fixed data rate, UWB system
attempts to increase data rate by increasing spreading bandwidth at a fixed
PSD [25]. This is a fundamental difference distinguishing UWB from SS sys-
tem, although both share certain similarities in characteristics. Particularly
in signal design, the manipulation of chip duty factor (DF) for bandwidth
spreading is a unique characteristic for UWB system. This chapter intro-
duces UWB system with low DF and discusses the signaling design with
relevant advantages.

The early UWB radio known as IR [9] employs signal with low DF to
increase robustness [26] in dense multipath environments [27] and to support
multiple access through TH modulation [10]. The great potentials displayed
by UWB radio has invited a huge amount of attention attempting to fully
utilize its technical advantage. Eventually, the DS method, previously ap-
plied for SS system, is proposed [14,17] and became another popular option
for UWB spreading.

IR is able to effectively combat multipath fading and support multiple
access channel due to the employment of low DF signaling. Similarly, it
should also be beneficial if the proposed DS-UWB system can be coupled
with low DF signal designs to further accelerates its capability. However,
up to date, most DS-UWB systems in current literatures design signals with
unity DF, which does not display much difference from the conventional
DS-SS system. Furthermore, the impact of varying DF on performance of
both IR and DS-UWB systems also remains unclarified. Works such as [28]
has proposed a general low DF UWB system, without detailed investigation
on the DF signaling characteristics. In other words, the effects of applying
low DF signal is still a less understood topic in UWB system.

Therefore, the main purpose of this chapter is to clarify the relationship
between UWB system and low DF signaling over multipath and multi-user
environment. Investigation is conducted on system performance correspond-

37
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ing to various system designs such as Rake receptions, spreading techniques
and so on. The focus of this chapter should be of timely interest to the UWB
community, especially after the initiative shown towards the application of
low duty cycle (LDC) mitigation [8].

Additionally, the hybrid of DS and TH modulation is also found to be
another encouraging modulation option [29] for UWB signal. DS and TH
UWB systems are found to offer respective advantages under different cir-
cumstances [30,31], merging the two should be a good idea to simultaneously
obtain strength of both. Currently, there are still many unexplored regions
in the DS-TH-UWB system, especially in the issue of varying low DF sig-
naling.

The outline of this chapter is given as below. Firstly, the design of
low DF is described for DS, TH and DS-TH UWB signaling. Then system
performance in fading channel is discussed. The analysis can also be found
in the author’s publications [32,33]. Next, the effects of using low DF signals
in the presence of a coexisting narrowband signal is analyzed. Finally, low
DF DS-MB-UWB signal with overlapping multiple sub-bands is introduced
and discussed.

3.1 Chip Duty Factor in Signaling Design

3.1.1 Signal Models

A BPSK DS-TH-UWB transmitted signal of the k-th user can be described
as:

s(k)(t) =
√
Ep

∞∑
i=−∞

Ns−1∑
j=0

dic
(k)
j p(t− iTs − j

Tp

δ
− q

(k)
j Tp) cos(2πfct) (3.1)

where di and cj , both with random uniform values of {+1,-1}, are the i-th
BPSK data and j-th user-dependent DS spreading code respectively, Ns is
the number of chips (each with duration Tc) per bit, Tp is the pulse duration
with pulse energy Ep, δ = Tp/Tc is the chip duty factor DF and 0 < δ ≤ 1,
Ts is the bit duration with bit energy Eb= NsEp, qj = {0, 1, 2, ..., Nc} is
the user-dependent TH sequence that provides an additional time shift of
qjTp to the j-th pulse, Nc=Tc/Tp=1/δ is the total number of time slots
available for the time hopping pulse, fc is the pulse center frequency and
p(t) is the transmitted pulse waveform. Note that spreading bandwidth Wt

can be approximated by 2/Tp. The system data rate Rb and processing gain
PG are defined as 1/Ts and Ns/δ = NsNc, respectively. Signaling diagram
for DS-TH-UWB can be referred to fig.3.1(a), where pulses with different
polarities are placed in different time slots in every Tc.
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Figure 3.1: Illustrations for (a) DS-TH-UWB, (b) DS-UWB and (c) TH-
UWB Signal. In this example, Ns=4 and Nc=5.

Next, (3.1) can be modified easily to obtain the DS-UWB signal of the
k-th user, by simply setting the TH sequence qj to constant 0, as below:

s(k)(t) =
√
Ep

∞∑
i=−∞

Ns−1∑
j=0

dic
(k)
j p(t− iTs − j

Tp

δ
) cos(2πfct) (3.2)

Here, the PG is defined as Ns/δ. Signaling diagram for DS-UWB is shown
in fig.3.1(b), where pulses with different polarities are placed in the first
time slot in every Tc.

Likewise, modifying (3.1), the TH-UWB signal of the k-th user can be
obtained by setting DS code cj to constant 1, as below:

s(k)(t) =
√
Ep

∞∑
i=−∞

Ns−1∑
j=0

dip(t− iTs − j
Tp

δ
− q

(k)
j Tp) cos(2πfct) (3.3)

where the PG is defined as NsNc. Here, signaling diagram for TH-UWB is
shown in fig.3.1(c), where pulses with similar polarity are placed in different
time slots in every Tc.

3.1.2 Varying Chip Duty Factor

As mentioned in earlier sections, DF can be described as:
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Figure 3.2: Signaling Design with lower DF by Employing lower Ns. (a)
δ=0.5, Ns=12, (b) δ=0.125, Ns=3, (c) δ=0.04, Ns=1.

δ = Tp/Tc = TpNs/Ts (3.4)

By using (3.4), the signal models are applied to design signals with vary-
ing DF. The design of DF can be achieved through 3 methods, each ma-
nipulating different system parameters, namely chip length, pulse duration
and pulse repetition frequency. Each method offers different advantages and
requires respective system resources. These methods are described in the
following sections.

Low DF Signaling Design with Varying Chip Length

This method manipulates the number of chips per bit Ns to design signal
with lower DF. By setting Tp and Ts constant, decreasing Ns decreases DF
while maintaining Wt, PG and Rb. The illustration of such signal design
with specific numerical examples can be shown in fig.3.2.

Low DF Signaling Design with Varying Pulse Duration

Next, pulse duration Tp can also be manipulated to design signal with lower
DF. By decreasing Tp while setting Tc, Ts and Ns constant, DF can be
decreased at the expense of wider spreading bandwidth Wt and higher PG,
while Rb is constant. The illustration can be shown in fig.3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Signaling Design with lower DF by Employing lower Tp. (a)
δ=0.5, (b) δ=0.25, (c) δ=0.125.

Low DF Signaling Design with Varying Pulse Repetition Fre-
quency

Pulse repetition frequency PRF can be described as:

PRF = 1/Tc (3.5)

PRF can be reduced to lengthen the interval from one pulse to the following
pulse. In other words, Tc is increased as PRF decreases, as shown in (3.5).
As a result, DF can be decreased by reducing PRF. In this design, Tp and
Ns remain constant, while Tc and Ts increases, with data rate Rb as the
tradeoff parameter. The illustration of the signaling diagram can be shown
in fig.3.4.

The rest of the system models can be assumed to be similar to those
described in the previous section. Received signal can be described by (2.7),
the decision statistic by (2.13), normalized EC by (2.12), and the BER
performance by (2.15).

3.2 Performance in Multipath Channel

3.2.1 DS-UWB Signaling Design with Low DF

The DS-UWB signal with low DF design described in (3.2) is transmitted
over multipath and multi-user channel. Multipath channel models in [22]
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Figure 3.4: Signaling Design with lower DF by Employing lower PRF. (a)
δ=0.5, (b) δ=0.25, (c) δ=0.125.

are applied. Modulated Gaussian pulse with center frequency fc described
in (2.17) is used.

Manipulating Chip Length

For signaling design illustrated in fig.3.2, the pairs of DF and Ns are listed
in tab.3.1 1. In this system, PG=24 remain constant despite changing of DF
and Ns. The Wt considered are 2, 4 and 8GHz, with Tp=1, 0.5 and 0.25ns
respectively. Parameters such as SNR, Lc and fc are set to be 20dB, 8 and
4GHz respectively.

Fig.3.5 presents the impact of employing different DF (right ordinate)

1Figures are rounded up for simplicity.

Table 3.1: Pairs of DF and Ns for DS-UWB Signaling Design.
DF 0.04 0.08 0.13 0.17 0.25 0.5 1
Ns 1 2 3 4 6 12 24
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Figure 3.5: BER Performance vs. Chip Duty Factor Manipulating Varying
Chip Length for DS-UWB System. PG=24, SNR=20dB, Lc=8, fc=4GHz.

paired up with the respective Ns (left ordinate) in systems with different Rb.
As a general observation, system with lower Rb outperforms that of higher
Rb. It is found that as DF decreases from δ=1 to 0.17, the BER performance
does not display significant degradation until δ=0.25. At δ=0.17, slight per-
formance degradation can be observed as compared to δ=0.25. This can
be explained that as DF decreases, inter-chip interference (ICI) is reduced
because the distance between adjacent chips becomes farther apart. On the
other hand, simultaneously as DF decreases, shorter Ns is employed (refer
to tab.3.1) in order to maintain PG. Shorter Ns indicates that less number
of chips are used to spread one data bit. In other words, the same amount of
bit energy is distributed to less number of chips. This increases the energy
per pulse and therefore also increases the amount of ‘ICI per pulse’. Lower
DF paired up with shorter Ns causes two opposing factors: (1) decreasing
DF decreases ICI thus improves BER performance and, (2) decreasing Ns

increases energy per pulse and ‘ICI per pulse’, thus degrades BER perfor-
mance. The combination of these two factors decides the improvement or
degradation of performance, depending which is more dominant. If the pos-
itive factor of decreasing DF is more dominant, BER performance improves.
On the other hand, if the negative factor of shorter Ns is more dominant,
BER performance degrades.
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By changing DF and Ns, the number of selected and combined paths
Lc and total resolvable paths L can be manipulated and thus determine the
BER performance. At 0.25 ≤ δ ≤ 1, both factors are equally strong, causing
the BER performance to remain constant. However, as DF decreases from
δ=0.25 to 0.17, BER performance becomes noticeably worse due to the
factor of shorter Ns (increasing ICI per pulse) becoming more dominant
over the factor of decreasing DF (decreasing ICI). Next, as DF continues to
decrease below δ=0.17, BER performance is found to improve significantly.
This is because the lower DF becomes, the more ICI can be mitigated. In
this range, the decreasing DF is dominant over the factor of shorter Ns.
This indicates that the mitigation of ICI becomes effective at lower range of
DF (DF less than 0.17) despite increasing ‘ICI per pulse’.

For BER performance corresponding to different multipath channel mod-
els, it is observed that performance in CM1 is better than in CM2. This is
due to a strong direct path for the LOS CM1. Additionally, CM2 has longer
delay spread, causing not only ICI but also inter-symbol interference (ISI),
thus further degrading BER performance.

The discussions above conclude that the advantage of BER improvement
in DS-UWB system by employing lower DF can only be achieved in δ ≤
0.17. Additionally, by manipulating DF and Ns, a worst case for BER
performance can be observed, where decreasing DF results in degraded BER.
The avoidance of this ‘worst case’ value is essential in system designs with
different demands and tradeoff.

Manipulating Pulse Duration

In this section, the impact of varying DF on BER performance with spread-
ing bandwidth Wt as a tradeoff parameter is investigated. To design δ from
0.01 to 1, Tc is set to constant 4ns and Tp is varied from 0.04ns to 4ns, as
illustrated in fig.3.3. By reducing Tp, Wt becomes wider. Here, it is notable
that Rb remains constant.

Fig.3.6 presents the results for BER performance according to varying
DF, with DF placed at the left ordinate and Wt at the right. Firstly, it
is observed that BER performance in multipath channel CM1 outperforms
that in CM2. This is due to the greater degradation of signal over non-
LOS environment, and also the ISI caused by longer delay spread in CM2.
Furthermore, as δ falls below 0.4, more BER improvement is observed in
CM1 as compared to CM2. This suggests that the use of lower DF signal is
more effective in CM1.

Next, the observation can be divided into two parts for discussion. Firstly,
for 0.85≤ δ ≤1, system performance degrades. Secondly, for δ <0.85, sys-
tem performance improves considerably. At 0.85≤ δ ≤1, Tp is decreased to
the range of 0.85Tc ≤ Tp ≤ Tc. Note that Rake receivers increase multi-
path resolvability by placing template signals in multiples of Tp to capture
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Figure 3.6: BER Performance vs. Chip Duty Factor Manipulating Varying
Spreading Bandwidth for DS-UWB System. SNR=20dB, Lc=8, fc=4GHz.

energy from receiving signal in multiples of Tc. However, in the range of
0.85Tc ≤ Tp ≤ Tc, the template signals are constantly placed between two
adjacent multipaths, and are therefore subjected to partial correlation from
these adjacent multipaths. This degrades the amount of energy able to be
captured by the template signals, especially when the adjacent multipaths
consist of opposing polarities. This factor contributes mainly to the BER
degradation taking place in the region 0.85≤ δ ≤1.

Secondly, as DF continues to decrease below 0.85, performance improve-
ment is observed. This is because at δ <0.85, Tp becomes notably shorter
and thus the possibility of the template signal being placed between two ad-
jacent multipaths becomes lower. This results in the effect of partial correla-
tion to become less significant. Besides, decreasing DF reduces ICI and ISI
by separating the adjacent pulses farther apart. Furthermore, with shorter
Tp, more paths L can be resolved and less channel fading is experienced,
thus increasing the EC of Rake receivers. All these factors contribute to the
improvement of BER performance at δ <0.85 when Lc paths is selected and
combined.

The discussions above conclude that in order to obtain significant perfor-
mance improvement from employing lower DF, the signal has to be designed
to have DF lower than 0.85.
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Figure 3.7: BER Performance vs. Chip Duty Factor Manipulating Varying
PRF for DS-UWB System. SNR=20dB, Lc=8, fc=4GHz.

The discussion of Wt as a tradeoff parameter as DF decreases can also
be referred to the right ordinate in fig.3.6. At 0.6GHz ≤ Wt ≤ 9GHz, BER
performance can be improved by increasing Wt. This is reasonable because
wider Wt enables system to experience less channel fading. However, at
Wt ≤ 0.6GHz. the contrary is observed, where increasing Wt from 0.5 to
0.6GHz on the other hand, degrades BER performance. This suggests that
there exist a ‘worst case’ for DS-UWB system employing wider Wt. This
‘worst case’ normally takes place in lower range of Wt, with δ in the range
of 0.9 to 1.

Manipulating Pulse Repetition Frequency

In this section, the impact of δ from 0.1 to 1 is investigated by setting Tp to
constant 4ns and Tc from 4ns to 40ns, thus reducing the system PRF from
250MHz to 25MHz. The illustration of the signaling design can be given in
fig.3.4.

From fig.3.7 we found that as δ decreases, BER performance improves.
This is because as δ decreases, Tc becomes longer, and thus separating adja-
cent pulses farther apart. As a result, ICI and ISI can be reduced. The BER
degradation within 0.5≤ δ ≤1 is not observed here because Tc is extended
in multiples of Tp, thus avoiding the range where partial correlation from
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two multipaths occur.
However in this design, as a tradeoff parameter for BER improvement,

data rate Rb becomes lower.

3.2.2 Comparison with Other UWB Modulations

Besides DS-UWB signaling, TH and hybrid DS-TH modulations can also
be applied as options for UWB spreading. This section presents and dis-
cusses the impact of DF on performance of these UWB systems from the
perspective of EC. Low DF UWB signaling is designed by manipulating Ns,
while setting Tp and Ts constant, as shown in fig.3.2. Parameters such as
SNR, Wt, Lc and fc are set to be 20dB, 2GHz, 8 and 6GHz. Also, PG
is constantly set to be 48 in this system. Multipath channel models CM1
and CM2 are considered, with the scenario of a single user occupying the
propagation channel. The DF and Ns pairs can be shown in tab.3.2 2.

Energy Capture

The EC mechanism can be described by amount of energy captured Ecap in
(2.11) and percentage of normalized captured energy E′

cap in (2.12). Fig.3.8
shows the comparison of EC for DS, TH and DS-TH UWB systems corre-
sponding to various DF.

Firstly, the results for DS and DS-TH UWB systems in CM1 is discussed.
An interesting finding is that DS-UWB actually outperforms DS-TH-UWB
system. The only difference between the two is the additional time shift due
to TH sequence in DS-TH signal. This TH sequence is identified as one of
the main factor contributing to the inferior EC capability in DS-TH system.
In DS signal, the pulse-to-pulse distance is constant, resulting only the last
portion of ICI of an instantaneous pulse to have effect on the following pulse.
However, In DS-TH signal, the time shift causes the pulses to be placed at
random time slots, resulting the pulse-to-pulse distance to vary considerably.
Therefore, ICI of an instantaneous pulse may become strong (at short pulse-
to-pulse distance) at times and weaker (at long pulse-to-pulse distance) at
other. And from fig.3.8 it is found that the average ICI in DS-TH signal is

2Since TH modulation is involved, 0.5 is chosen to be the highest DF.
Figures are rounded up for simplicity.

Table 3.2: Pairs of DF and Ns for DS, TH and DS-TH UWB Signaling
Design.

DF 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.13 0.17 0.25 0.5
Ns 1 2 4 6 8 12 24
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Figure 3.8: Energy Capture vs. Chip Duty Factor for DS, TH and DS-TH
UWB Systems. Wt=2GHz, Lc=8, fc=6GHz.

stronger than the ICI in DS signal. The stronger ICI in DS-TH system has
caused its EC to be less effective than DS system.

Next, for DS and DS-TH system in CM1, as DF decreases, both systems
display similar EC behavior : E′

cap constant initially, followed by improve-
ment, and then degradation takes place. The amount of energy able to be
captured in the Rake receiver is determined by the interactions of ICI corre-
sponding to varying DF. The occurrence of two simultaneous but opposing
factors due to decreasing DF : (a) decreasing total ICI and (b) increasing
energy per pulse thus ICI per pulse, are the main reasons of such system
behavior. This analysis have been given in the previous section.

Secondly, the results of TH-UWB system in CM1 are discussed. It is
found that TH system performs relatively the worst as compared to DS and
DS-TH systems. The previous discussion suggested that the time shift due
to TH sequence causes stronger ICI to the system and therefore degrades
EC considerably. In TH system, apart from the time shift, EC capability is
subjected to even worse degradation due to the lack of polarity randomiza-
tion for different pulses. It is observed that TH system has the worst EC
performance at high DF, δ=0.5. This is reasonable because at δ=0.5, only 2
time slots are available for hopping. As δ decreases from 0.5 to 0.13, better
EC can be achieved. This can be explained that as DF decreases, more time
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Figure 3.9: Energy Capture vs. Selected and Combined Paths for DS, TH
and DS-TH UWB Systems. Wt=2GHz, fc=6GHz.

slots are available for hopping. And besides, decreasing DF also reduces
the total amount of ICI. On the contrary, at δ <0.13, the negative factor of
decreasing Ns becomes more dominant, thus causes the EC capability to be
degraded to E′

cap=4.5% at δ=0.02.
Thirdly, the effects of different multipath channels on the EC capability

in DS, TH and DS-TH systems are analyzed. As shown in fig.3.8, all sys-
tems are able to achieve higher EC in CM1 as compared to CM2, with the
exception of δ=0.5 for TH system. In LOS propagation of CM1, a strong di-
rect path, with relatively large amount of fractional signal energy is present,
resulting the EC to be more effective. For non-LOS in CM2, the absence of
the direct path causes the lost of reasonably large amount of signal energy
able to be captured, thus resulting in EC to be less effective. Besides, the
channel delay spread due to CM2 is considerably longer than CM1, there-
fore generating not only ICI but also stronger ISI. On top of the effects of
ICI, ISI causes further degradation to adjacent bits and compromises the
EC capability in the receiver more severely.

Discussion so far focused on SRake receivers with Lc=8. Here, fig.3.9
shows the performance comparison of Rake reception with varying Lc for
DS, TH and DS-TH systems.

In fig.3.9, it is observed that as Lc increases, EC generally increases
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Figure 3.10: BER Performance vs. Chip Duty Factor for DS, TH and DS-
TH UWB Systems. SNR=20dB, Lc=8, Wt=2GHz, fc=6GHz.

regardless of spreading schemes. This is reasonable because more fractional
energy in the received signal can be captured by combining more number of
best selected multipaths by the SRake receiver. The highest achievable EC
is approximately E′

cap=5%. This suggests that the fractional EC is severely
saturated by ICI with reference to [34] reporting that SRake EC reaches as
high as approximately 20% without the presence of ICI.

The ‘saturation Lc’ is observed in all UWB signaling, mostly below
Lc <10. Additionally, CM2 is found to degrade EC capability more severely
due to longer delay spread and the absence of direct path.

BER Performance vs. Chip Duty Factor

Fig.3.10 and fig.3.11 present the comparison for BER performance of UWB
systems with DS, TH and DS-TH signaling, corresponding to different DF
and Lc. System BER performance is determined by EC capability of the
Rake receivers as described in (2.13) and (2.15).

Fig.3.10 verifies the idea that the BER performance is dependent on EC
in the Rake receivers. DF values showing lower EC in fig.3.8 have inferior
BER performance in fig.3.10. In other words, results for EC in fig.3.8 can
be used to explain the observations in every DF value in fig.3.10.

DS signaling is found to have the best performance among the three in
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Figure 3.11: BER Performance vs. SRake Selected and Combined Paths for
DS, TH and DS-TH UWB Systems. SNR=20dB, fc=6GHz, Wt=2GHz.

single user environment, followed by DS-TH signaling. On the other hand,
TH signaling has the relative worst performance. Also, optimum DF values
are observed to exist for all systems, suggesting that careful signaling design
is necessary to achieve optimized performance. In multipath channel CM1,
the systems collectively performing better than in CM2, with the exception
of TH system at high δ=0.5.

BER Performance vs. Rake Fingers

Next, in fig.3.11 also shows that BER performance is dependent on EC
capability. For all three systems, BER performance for δ=0.04 outperform
those with δ=0.5. This statement is valid in all range of Lc. Among all, DS
system has the best BER performance, and TH relatively the worst. The
‘saturation Lc’, after which no BER improvement can be observed despite
further increasing Lc, is noted at Lc=10.

BER Performance vs. Number of Users

Discussion so far has been focused on the assumption of single user environ-
ment. Next, BER performance of DS, TH and DS-TH UWB systems are
reviewed considering more than one user sharing the propagation channel.
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Figure 3.12: BER Performance vs. Number of Users for DS, TH and DS-
TH UWB Systems. (a)CM1 and (b)CM2. K=6, SNR=20dB, Wt=2GHz,
fc=6GHz.

System parameters such as SNR, Lc and fc are set to be 20dB, 8 and 6GHz.
Here, transmission of multiple users are assumed to be asynchronous in time
and all users transmit signal with similar power. The total number of users,
K is set to 6. Fig.3.12 is divided into (a) CM1 and (b) CM2.

In previous discussions, it is found that in single user environment, DS
system outperforms DS-TH system. In fig.3.12(a) for CM1 communication,
at number of users U=1, DS system with δ=0.04 performs the best, followed
by DS-TH systems with δ=0.04. However, as U increases, it is worth noting
that DS-TH system outperforms DS system starting from U=2, and beyond
U >3, the superior performance of DS-TH system becomes more notice-
able. In DS systems, all pulses are placed at the first time slot in every Tc,
therefore the possibility for catastrophic collision [10] (where large number
of pulses from two or more signals are received simultaneously) to occur
is high. Catastrophic collision severely degrades the system performance.
This is the reason of DS systems becoming inferior as U increases beyond 1.
And as DF increases, the possibility of catastrophic collision also increases
correspondingly, degrading performance even more seriously.

On the other hand, for DS-TH and TH systems, although suffering the
cause of increasing ICI due to the time hopping feature in single user environ-
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ment, here in multi-user environment, catastrophic collision can be avoided
effectively. The non-uniform spacing of the pulses results in less collision
among signals from different users. This explains why BER performance
for TH system with δ=0.04 is almost similar to that of the DS system with
δ=0.04 at U=3 and beyond. Moreover, with the random polarity pulses
in DS-TH system, BER performance in propagation channel with higher U
becomes even more superior.

It is noted that TH system with δ=0.5 has severely degraded BER per-
formance. This is due to the high DF that compromises the ability to avoid
catastrophic collision.

Referring to fig.3.12(b), TH system performance in CM2 is not very
different from that in CM1. As for DS and DS-TH systems in CM2, the
difference in respective BER performance is also found to be less distin-
guishable. This can be explained that with stronger ICI and furthermore
ISI in CM2 propagation, the EC capability of the receivers degrades collec-
tively regardless of DF and modulation methods, thus compromising system
performance in an overall manner.

3.3 Performance in the Presence of Narrowband

Interference

Since UWB system occupies a large bandwidth and is likely to coexist with
other existing narrowband systems, it is also of practical interest to in-
vestigate the impact of DF on BER performance for DS, TH and DS-TH
UWB systems in the presence of narrowband interference. Here, The nar-
rowband interference described in (2.6) is assumed to have center frequency
fnrb=6GHz and bandwidth Wj=10MHz. Also, single user environment is
assumed. In this section, we also divide fig.3.13 into (a) CM1 and (b) CM2
for more comprehensible discussion.

Fig.3.13(a) presents the relationship between SIR and BER performance
for DS, TH and DS-TH UWB systems in different DF for CM1. Gener-
ally, as SIR increases, BER performance for all systems improves. Partic-
ularly, BER performance improvement is observed to be more rapid in the
range of -20dB≤SIR≤0dB for DS and DS-TH systems, and in the range
of -10dB≤SIR≤10dB for TH system. In these ranges, increasing SIR to
improve system performance is found to be the most effective.

For DS and DS-TH systems employing different DF, slight performance
advantages can be observed at lower δ. Among all, TH system performs
relatively the worst in all range of SIR regardless of DF value.

Also, for non LOS channel CM2, the achievable BER improvement due
to increasing SIR is less significant. This can be observed in fig.3.13(b)
that as SIR increases to 20dB, BER values reaches below 10−3, whereas for
CM1 at SIR approaching 20dB, BER values as low as around 10−4 can be
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Figure 3.13: BER Performance vs. SIR for DS, TH and DS-TH UWB
Systems. (a)CM1 and (b)CM2. SNR=20dB, Wt=2GHz, Lc=8, fc=6GHz,
fnrb=6GHz, Wj=10MHz.

Table 3.3: Pairs of DF andNs for DS-UWB Signaling Design in the Presence
of Narrowband Interference.

DF 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.13 0.17 0.25 0.5 1.0
Ns 1 2 4 6 8 12 24 48

achieved. Apart from that, the patterns of BER graphical curvature as SIR
increases are similar for both CM1 and CM2.

Next, DS-UWB performance in varying DF in the presence of a coexist-
ing narrowband signal is evaluated. The design for lower DF can be achieved
by manipulating Ns, as illustrated in fig.3.2. This signaling design is chosen
because system resources such as Wt, PG and Rb can be set constant for
fair comparison. Tab.3.3 shows the pairs of Ns and DF, with total PG=48.
Here, Wt considered are 2, 4 and 7.5GHz respectively. The narrowband
interference has fnrb=6GHz and Wj=10MHz.

Fig.3.14 presents the relationship between DF δ (right ordinate) with
respective Ns pair (left ordinate) and BER performance. We found that as
0.2 ≤ δ ≤ 1, BER performance remain constant. Performance improvement
is only observed at δ < 0.2.
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Figure 3.14: BER Performance vs. Chip Duty Factor and Chip Length for
DS-UWB System in the Presence of Narrowband Interference. SIR=10dB,
Lc=8, fc=6GHz, fnrb=6GHz, Wj=10MHz.

As compared to propagation environment without narrowband interfer-
ence shown in fig.3.10, the presence of narrowband interference in the chan-
nel as shown in fig.3.14 results in no significant optimum DF value. Here,
as DF decreases from δ=1, BER performance initially remains constant and
at δ <=0.2, performance improvement takes place.

3.4 DS-MB-UWB System with Overlapped Sub-

bands

In this section, by employing DS-MB-UWB signal described in (2.1), pulsed
multiband UWB system with sub-bands overlapping with each other is de-
signed by manipulating lower DF.

The overlap percentage (OP) of the sub-bands can be described as:

OP =
WsubB −Wt

Wt
∗ 100% (3.6)

Here, OP (in %) is the quantification of the percentage of overlapped area
between sub-bands. In order to overlap the sub-bands, sub-band bandwidth
Wsub is increased while total bandwidth Wt remains constant. Therefore, as
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Wsub becomes wider, OP become higher. The Wsub is increased by decreas-
ing Tp while maintaining Tc, thus resulting signal to have lower DF as Wsub

and OP increase.
With Wsub becoming wider and Wt constant, center frequency fm of each

sub-band has to be changed as OP increases. The center frequencies can be
described as:

f ′m = f1 + (m− 1)
Wt −Wsub

B − 1
m = 1, 2, ..., B (3.7)

where f1 is the first DS-MB-UWB sub-band.
Summary of OP and corresponding DF can be shown in tab.3.4. In

this system, SNR, and Lc are set to be 18dB and 8 respectively. Number
of employed sub-bands B assumed in this section is 2 and 4. In order to
conduct a fair comparison, system with B=2 has Ns=16, whereas system
with B=4 has Ns=8.

Fig.3.15 presents the BER performance of DS-MB-UWB system with
overlap sub-bands manipulating lower DF signaling design. As OP increases
from 0% to 90% (signal with lower DF is employed), BER performance is
found to improve. Improvement is found to be particularly significant at
0%≤OP≤10%. Then as OP increases from 10% to 90%, BER performance
improves gradually.
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Table 3.4: DF and Overlap Percentage (OP) of Sub-bands.
B=2

DF 1.00 0.90 0.77 0.71 0.67 0.63 0.59 0.56 0.53 0.50
OP(%) 0 10 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

B=4
DF 1.00 0.77 0.53 0.46 0.40 0.36 0.33 0.30 0.27 0.25

OP(%) 0 10 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

The reason is that by employing signal with lower DF, less channel fad-
ing is experienced, thus improving EC capability of the Rake receiver, and
BER performance. Furthermore, lower DF also means reduction of ICI and
ISI due to adjacent pulses becoming farther apart. Note that although the
sub-bands overlap in frequency domain, the pulses are orthogonal in time
domain. However, as OP approaches 100%, the multiband system can be
viewed as becoming a single band system, since all the sub-bands are merg-
ing into one. Therefore, the advantage of frequency diversity becomes less
significant, and degradation of performance occurs.

For propagation in multipath channel CM1 to CM4, it can be seen that
system in CM1 constantly perform better than CM2, CM2 than CM3 and
CM3 than CM4, especially in the range of 10%≤OP≤90%. At both ends
(OP=0% and 100%), the difference among BER performance in CM2 to
CM4 are not obvious. BER performance in CM1 still remains the best
among all. Additionally, systems with B=2 outperforms that with B=4,
since the former has twice Ns as compared to the latter. At OP=100%,
BER performance becomes similar since both systems are approaching to
become single band systems.

3.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, UWB signaling design with low chip duty factor is presented.
Firstly, the three design methods of low DF signaling by manipulating dif-
ferent system parameters are introduced and discussed in detail. Then by
using computer simulations, the impact of employing these different low DF
signaling on system energy capture capability and BER performance is pre-
sented and analyzed. Performance of UWB systems with DS, TH and hybrid
DS-TH spreading techniques are evaluated in multipath environments. The
effects of propagation in multi-user channel is also included. Besides, nar-
rowband interference is also considered to exist by assuming the presence of
a spectrally coexisting narrowband signal. The corresponding system per-
formance is discussed. Finally, by manipulating low DF, sub-bands in a
DS-MB-UWB system is designed to overlap with each other. The system
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performance due to the overlap sub-bands is evaluated and commented.
Future works include the investigation of peak to average power of low

DF UWB signals and the corresponding PSD changes. The relationship be-
tween UWB system performance, multiple access and coexistence capability
to peak power should also be an interesting topic.

The next chapter will discuss interference mitigation technologies of
UWB system, for the purpose of reducing interference generated to and
from other coexisting narrowband systems.



Chapter 4

Interference Mitigation

Due to the characteristic of UWB system occupying ultra wide bandwidth,
spectral coexistence with other narrowband systems becomes unavoidable.
Thus, UWB system is subjected to potential interference from active wireless
services in the same or nearby bands [35], and at the same time, may also
cause interference to these services [36]. Besides, there are reports on mutual
interference taking place on each other [37,38]. The issue on interference is
currently one of the major challenges to the deployment of UWB system.

Hence, there has been a surge in demands for development of interference
mitigation techniques in the UWB community. Among the ones proposed in
current literatures, the detect and avoid (DAA) technology [8,39] and the low
duty cycle (LDC) technology [8,40] are widely discussed and recommended.

For the purpose of mitigating mutual interference, an effective way is
to reduce transmitted power in the UWB frequency band. However, most
conventional UWB systems, such as DS-UWB and TH-UWB, are designed
in single band. With single band system, reducing transmitted power may
severely compromise system performance and achievable range, thus limiting
design options for interference mitigation. As a solution, instead of reducing
transmitted power, DAA technology changes the system operating frequency
when narrowband signal is detected within the UWB bandwidth.

In this chapter, in order to provide more flexible design options, the mit-
igation mechanism is designed by employing DS-MB-UWB signaling. With
multiple sub-bands in DS-MB-UWB system, transmitted power in the par-
ticular sub-band coexisting with the narrowband signal can be suppressed,
while other ‘clean’ sub-bands remain unchanged. This will effectively reduce
the UWB interference to other narrowband systems, and simultaneously
reduce narrowband interference generated to UWB system. This chapter
proposes and discusses the sub-band suppression mitigation technique for
DS-MB-UWB system.

Additionally, signaling design with different DF can also be an effective
approach to mitigate mutual interference. Both single and multiband UWB

59
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systems are able to manipulate DF for interference mitigation purposes.
Employing signal with low DF in single band system has been discussed
in the LDC technology. Therefore, in this chapter, besides single band
system, the use of low DF in multiband UWB system is also proposed to
further increase the mitigation capabilities. Besides, low DF signaling design
also enables self interference (SI) [41,42] and multi-user interference (MUI)
[43, 44] to be mitigated at the same time. This topic is commented in the
previous chapter and will be discussed in this chapter together with the
mitigation of narrowband interference.

The outline of this chapter is given as below. Firstly the interference
mitigation mechanism by suppressing sub-band power in DS-MB-UWB sig-
naling is described. Then, the manipulation of DF in UWB signal to mitigate
interference is described. Also, low DF UWB signaling in mitigating SI and
MUI is also commented. Finally, the results are presented and analyzed.

4.1 Sub-band Power Suppression

The BPSK modulated DS-MB-UWB signal of the k-th user as given in (2.1)
is as below:

s(k)(t) =
√
Ep

∞∑
i=−∞

Ns−1∑
j=0

dic
(k)
j p(t− iTs − j

Tp

δ
) cos

(
2πf (k)

m (t− j
Tp

δ
)
)

m = 1, 2, ..., B (4.1)

The denotations for (4.1) can be found following (2.1). In this section, it is
worth to note that fm is the multiband frequency selected randomly from a
total of B number of sub-bands to form a user-dependent frequency hopping
sequence, with probability of each fm, as P (fm) = 1/B. Each sub-band has
an equal chance to be selected.

If the narrowband signal ε(t) described in (2.6) is detected within any
sub-band with center frequency fm=fma (assuming fma represents the cen-
ter frequency of the sub-band coexisting with the narrowband signal) of
the signal, power can be reduced in that particular sub-band during trans-
mission, for the purpose of mitigating the UWB interference towards the
narrowband signal, and at the same time reducing narrowband interference
towards UWB system.

From (4.1), the multiband hopping sequence controls the amount of en-
ergy in each sub-band by assigning how frequent a particular sub-band ap-
pears in the hopping sequence. If narrowband signal is detected within
a particular sub-band, imbalanced weights in frequency hopping sequence
can be assigned by repeating other unaffected sub-bands more frequently
as compared to the affected sub-band. As a result, the fractional energy in
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Figure 4.1: Spectral Diagram of Sub-band with Power Suppression. (1) �b′
= 0 (no power suppression), (2) �b′ = 0.2, (3) �b′ = 0.5, (4) �b′ = 0.8, (5)
�b′ = 0.9 and (6) �b′ = 1 (full power suppression).

the affected sub-band with center frequency fma decreases. The probability
of fma being selected in the multiband hopping sequence with imbalanced
weight can be shown as:

P (fma) = P (fm) −�b =
1
B

−�b,
ma = {1|2|3|...|B} (4.2)

where �b is the suppression level assigned to reduce the occurrence of fma

and 0 ≤ �b ≤ 1/B. The normalized suppression level can therefore be
described as:

�b′ =
�b

P (fm)
ma = {1|2|3|...|B} (4.3)

where 0 ≤ �b′ ≤ 1. As �b′ increases, more sub-band energy is suppressed.
The illustration of the spectral diagram of the suppressed sub-band corre-
sponding to �b′ can be shown in fig.4.1.

Then, the fractional energy in the affected sub-band after power sup-
pression becomes:

E′
sub = EbP (fma) ma = {1|2|3|...|B} (4.4)

where the unsuppressed sub-band energy Esub = EbP (fm), P (fma) ≤ P (fm)
and E′

sub ≤ Esub.
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Figure 4.2: Impact of UWB Signals with Varying DF Design on Coexisting
Narrowband Signal. (a) Coexisting Narrowband Signal, UWB Signals with
(b) δ=1 and Ns=24, (c) δ=0.5 and Ns=12, and (d) δ=0.04 and Ns=1.

By suppressing power in the affected sub-band, potential interference
from the DS-MB-UWB system to other narrowband systems can be miti-
gated, and vice versa.

4.2 Low Chip Duty Factor Mitigation

Previous chapter presents and explains impact of employing different DF in
UWB signaling. In this section, low DF signaling design is used as a mitiga-
tion technique to mutual interference between UWB system and coexisting
narrowband systems. Low DF signaling is designed by manipulating Ns

while maintaining Wt, Rb and PG. Employing signaling with lower DF sim-
ply means that less number of chips are assigned to spread the same symbol,
as described in fig.3.2.

From the viewpoint of interference mitigation, signal with lower DF has
less chips per bit, and thus generating less ‘collision’ with the coexisting
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narrowband signal in time domain. Referring to fig.4.2, UWB signal in
fig.4.2(b) with δ=1 ‘collides’ with the narrowband signal for 24 times per
symbol, while in fig.4.2(c) with δ=0.5, only 12 ‘collisions’ take place. Then
as DF decreases to δ=0.04 in fig.4.2(d), number of ‘collision’ reduces to 1
time per symbol. The higher the ‘collision’ rate in the same symbol duration,
the stronger the mutual interference becomes. Additionally, it is also worth
to take note that as DF decreases, energy per bit increases considerably,
resulting in higher pulse peak power.

Up to this section, for single band system as well as multiband sys-
tem with completely random sub-band assignment in frequency hopping
sequence, the term ‘DF’ in the discussions are assumed to be the average
DF. However, in multiband systems, if imbalanced weight is applied on the
frequency hopping sequence, the sub-band DF δma of the suppressed sub-
band changes correspondingly and can be described as:

δma = BP (fma)δ ma = {1|2|3|...|B} (4.5)

where fma is the center frequency of the suppressed sub-band, P (fma) is the
probability of fma to be selected in the frequency hopping sequence, and δ
is the average DF (or simply referred as DF up to this section).

From (4.5), it can be shown that in UWB system with single band, δma=δ
because there is no sub-band power suppression. And in multiband system
with random frequency hopping sequence, δma=δ because P (fma)=P (fm),
and BP (fm)=1. On the other hand, when power suppression on a sub-band
is performed, P (fma) < P (fm) and BP (fma) <1, thus resulting in δma < δ.
In other words, when higher sub-band suppression level ∆b′ is applied, the
average DF δ remains constant but DF the for suppressed sub-band δma

decreases correspondingly.

Besides, by designing the UWB signal to lower DF, SI and MUI can also
be mitigated simultaneously on top of mutual interference from narrowband
signal. Therefore, it not only reduces UWB interference to wireless systems
in the nearby bands, but also further improves the performance of UWB
system.

4.3 Performance with Interference Mitigation

The mitigation techniques discussed in this chapter are applied in the both
DS-UWB and DS-MB-UWB systems developed in the previous chapters.
The system performance are evaluated and presented in the following sec-
tions.
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Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters for DS-MB-UWB System with Interfer-
ence Mitigation

Parameters
total bandwidth Wt 4GHz

sub-band bandwidth Wsub 1GHz
number of sub-bands B 4

sub-band frequencies f1, f2, f3, f4 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5GHz
combined paths Lc 8

narrowband signal frequency fnrb 6.5GHz
narrowband signal bandwidth Wj 10MHz

Table 4.2: Pairs of DF and Ns for DS-MB-UWB System with Sub-band
Suppression Mitigation.

DF 0.04 0.08 0.13 0.17 0.25 0.33 0.50 1.00
Ns 1 2 3 4 6 8 12 24

4.3.1 Performance with Sub-band Suppression Mitigation

Based on the system model described in the previous sections, the perfor-
mance of DS-MB-UWB system applying sub-band power suppression over
multipath channel in the presence of a coexisting narrowband signal is in-
vestigated using computer simulations.

The DS-MB-UWB system is designed to occupy B=4 sub-bands. The
system transmits modulated Gaussian pulse over two types of IEEE 802.15.3a
UWB indoor multipath channel models [22], both LOS and NLOS channels.
The coexisting narrowband signal is a cosine waveform BPSK modulated,
with fnrb = fm=4 and Wj=10MHz. In other words, the 10MHz narrowband
signal is constantly placed at the center frequency of the fourth sub-band of
the DS-MB-UWB system. The summary for the simulation parameters are
listed in tab.4.1.

To ensure fair comparison, the system is designed with constant PG=24.
Each DF value is paired up with respective Ns, as shown in tab.4.2. As
DF becomes lower, less Ns is employed to maintain the PG. The signaling
diagram of the signal with different combinations of DF and Ns can be
shown in fig.3.2. Note that Rb, Wt and Wsub are constant.

Here on, unless specified otherwise, the term ‘DF’ refers to the average
chip duty factor δ.
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Figure 4.3: BER Performance vs. Level of Sub-band Power Suppression
for DS-MB-UWB System. SNR=25dB, SIR=-5dB. (Power suppression is
applied on sub-band with fma=4=6.5GHz.)

Table 4.3: Relationship Between Level of Sub-band Power Suppression,
Multiband DF and Average DF for DS-MB-UWB System.

Power Suppression Level ∆b′ 1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0
Multiband DF δma 0 0.2δ 0.4δ 0.6δ 0.8δ δ

DS-MB-UWB Performance vs. Level of Sub-band Power Suppres-
sion

Fig.4.3 presents the interference mitigation capability by suppressing the
power of the sub-band coexisting with a narrowband signal. By increasing
∆b′, we are able to suppress and reduce the power in the affected sub-
band, as illustrated in fig.4.1. At the same time, by increasing ∆b′, the
sub-band chip duty δma in the suppressed sub-band (in this case, sub-band
with fma=4=6.5GHz) also changes accordingly as described in (4.5). The
relationship between ∆b′, δma and δ can be shown in tab.4.3.

From fig.4.3, it is found that BER performance can be improved by
increasing ∆b′. When a narrowband signal coexists with a DS-MB-UWB
sub-band, the DS-MB-UWB system is subjected to narrowband interfer-
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ence every time the system occupies that particular sub-band assigned by
the frequency hopping sequence. Therefore, in order to reduce the impact
of mutual interference to and from the narrowband signal, the power in the
affected sub-band can be reduced by simply decreasing its probability of
being selected in the frequency hopping sequence. On the other hand, other
unaffected sub-bands can be repeated more frequently. In other words imbal-
anced frequency hopping weight is applied to the system so that the affected
sub-band has less power as compared to other ’clean’ sub-bands. According
to (4.4), by allocating higher ∆b′ to the affected sub-band, the probability
of that particular sub-band to be selected can be reduced, thus achieving
the purpose of sub-band power suppression and interference mitigation.

From another perspective, BER performance can also be improved by
reducing the sub-band DF δma of the affected sub-band, while the aver-
age DF is maintained. As δma is decreased from δ to fractions of δ, BER
performance shows improvement.

Note that system performance is strongly dependent on the strength
of the narrowband signal. The next section discusses the topic from the
perspective of signal to interference ratio.

DS-MB-UWB Performance vs. SIR

Narrowband signals with different strength affect DS-MB-UWB system per-
formance significantly. The quantification of how strong the narrowband
signal can be given in SIR. The definition of SIR is described in the para-
graph following (2.6), and is a representation of the ratio between the signal
strength to the narrowband interference strength. Fig.4.4 shows the rela-
tionship between SIR and BER performance. In this setup, SNR is set to
20dB. The system occupies B=4 bands, with the Wj=10MHz narrowband
signal constantly placed at the fourth sub-band. The multipath propaga-
tion channel is CM1. The Rake receiver selects a total of Lc=8 paths to be
combined.

Referring to fig.4.4, as SIR increases, BER performance improves. The
improvement however, is not uniform. For ∆b′=0.08, the BER improvement
is more rapid in the range -20dB≤ SIR ≤0dB, whereas for ∆b′=0.8, the BER
improvement is more rapid in the range -20dB≤ SIR ≤-10dB. For both, at
SIR >10dB, BER improvement becomes saturated. It is discovered that one
of the important factors contributing to achievable BER improvement due
to increasing SIR is the level of sub-band power suppression. In other words,
the mutual interference able to be reduced by applying low DF mitigation
technique is found to be dependent on SIR.

It can also be observed that by applying higher ∆b′, better BER perfor-
mance can be obtained. Moreover, by carefully designing the DS-MB-UWB
signal with relevant DF value, further improvement of BER performance
can be achieved. In this case, system with δ=0.04 outperforms those with
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Figure 4.4: BER Performance vs. SIR for DS-MB-UWB System. B=4,
SNR=20dB, Lc=8, CM1.

δ=0.13 and 0.5.

DS-MB-UWB Performance vs. SNR

Besides SIR, SNR is also an essential system parameter. The definition of
SNR can be given in the paragraph following (2.6). In this section, the rela-
tionship between SNR and corresponding system performance with varying
DF and sub-band power suppression level is investigated. In this setup,
SIR, Lc, Wsub and B are set to -5dB, 8, 1GHz and 4. The narrowband in-
terference is constantly located at the fnrb=6.5GHz with Wj=10MHz. The
multipath channel is CM1.

As shown in fig.4.5, as SNR increases, BER performance improves. By
carefully selecting DF and ∆b′ values, mutual interference can be mitigated
and further BER improvement can be obtained. In this case, by selecting
system with higher ∆b′, the obtainable BER improvement due to increasing
SNR becomes higher. Similarly, with careful design, system with lower DF
display better performance. It can be observed that system with δ=0.04
performs better than those with δ=0.13 and 0.5.
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Figure 4.5: BER Performance vs. SNR for DS-MB-UWB System. SIR=-
5dB, Lc=8, B=4, CM1.

DS-MB-UWB Performance vs. Rake Fingers

Rake receivers applied in previous sections select and combine a total of
Lc=8 paths. It is also of interest to find out the impact of increasing the
total number of Lc. SNR and SIR are set to be 25dB and -5dB. Other
parameters are similar to the previous sections.

In fig.4.6, the relationship between Lc and BER performance for varying
DF and ∆b′ is presented. As a general observation, as Lc increases, BER
performance improves. This statement is valid until the ‘saturating Lc’
where further increasing Lc does not further improve BER performance.
For signal with lower DF, better performance can be achieved. Also, as sub-
band power suppression with higher ∆b′ is applied to the system, greater
mutual interference between UWB system and the coexisting narrowband
system can be mitigated to improve BER performance. Additionally, it
is found that as ∆b′ increases, ‘saturating Lc’ increases relatively. This
indicates that by suppressing more power in the affected sub-band, more Lc

can be added to obtain BER improvement before reaching the ‘saturating
Lc’.
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Figure 4.6: BER Performance vs. Selected and Combined Paths for DS-
MB-UWB System. SNR=25dB, SIR=-5dB, B=4, CM1.

4.3.2 Performance with Low DF Mitigation

In this section, the performance improvement of UWB system due to inter-
ference mitigation employing low DF signaling design is presented. Parallel
to UWB performance improvement, UWB interference to coexisting narrow-
band systems can also be mitigated to enable coexistence in the spectrum
band. Besides, SI and MUI can also be mitigated, thus further improving
system performance. Both DS-UWB and DS-MB-UWB system are evalu-
ated and discussed. The systems are assumed to operate over multipath and
multi-user in the presence of a coexisting narrowband signal.

DS-MB-UWB Performance vs. Chip Duty Factor

Fig.4.7 shows how BER performance can be improved by manipulating DF
while maintaining system resources such as PG, Rb and Wt. In this system
setup, SNR and SIR are set to be 25dB and -5dB respectively. The sys-
tem is designed to occupy B=4 sub-bands, each with Wsub=1GHz so that
Wt=4GHz. At the Rake receiver, a total of Lc=8 best paths are selected and
combined. The narrowband interference is assumed to have fnrb=6.5GHz
and Wj=10MHz. Here, the scenario of a single user environment is consid-
ered. Also, in order to design signal with lower DF, Ns is decreased. The
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Figure 4.7: BER Performance vs. Chip Duty Factor for DS-MB-UWB Sys-
tem. SNR=25dB, SIR=-5dB, B=4.

pairs of DF and Ns can be given in tab.4.2.
Significant improvement can be observed below δ=0.25. The improve-

ments take place due to the mitigation of narrowband interference and SI in
the propagation channel. As DF decreases, ’collision’ per symbol between
the UWB signal and the narrowband signal becomes lower, thus contribut-
ing to better performance of UWB system. Simultaneously, the potential
interference generated by UWB system to the narrowband system can also
be reduced drastically. However, it should be noted that as DF decreases,
peak power of each pulse becomes higher. Careful system design should be
conducted to obtain the optimum peak to average power ratio. Furthermore,
the considerations of peak power limit set by regulators for UWB system is
also an essential concern in the design of interference mitigation employing
low DF signaling.

Besides narrowband interference, another main reason of the BER im-
provement comes from the mitigation of SI in the multipath channel. As DF
decreases, SI is reduced due to the adjacent chips becoming farther apart.
The combination of these factors results in the BER performance to improve
significantly in the range of 0.04≤ δ ≤0.25.

From the analysis, it can be concluded that in order to utilize low DF
signaling as an approach for interference mitigation, a considerable low range
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Figure 4.8: BER Performance vs. SIR for DS-UWB System. SNR=16dB,
Lc=8, fc=6GHz, fnrb=6GHz, Wj=10MHz, CM1.

of DF value is needed before the effect of mitigation can take place. And in
the example in fig.4.7, δ < 0.04 is needed.

DS-UWB Performance vs. SIR

In this section, DS-UWB system is considered with parameters Lc and fc

set to 8 and 6GHz respectively. The coexisting narrowband signal has
fnrb=6GHz and Wj=10MHz. The PG for all systems are constantly 48,
as shown in tab.3.3. Here, Wt considered are 2 and 7.5GHz respectively.
The system is simulated over different multipath channel and is constantly
affected by a coexisting narrowband signal.

Fig.4.8 shows the relationship between SIR and BER performance cor-
responding to different DF and Rb. At very low SIR of less than -20dB,
systems with higher DF slightly outperforms those with lower DF. As SIR
increases, low DF systems takes over and outperform high DF systems. A
crossing point is discovered between systems with high and low DF as SIR
increases. And this crossing point differs as Rb changes. In fig.4.8, cross-
ing point for systems with Rb= 78 and 21Mbps take place at SIR=-25 and
-20dB respectively. Besides, it is also discovered that employing lower DF
signal in system with lower Rb has more significant BER improvement as
compared to that of higher Rb when SIR increases.
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Figure 4.9: BER Performance vs. Data Rate for DS-UWB System.
CM1, PG=48, SNR=16dB, SIR=10dB, Lc=8, fc=6GHz, fnrb=6GHz,
Wj=10MHz.

At very low SIR, systems with higher DF are able to utilize the advantage
of chip randomization due to the employment of more Ns against the rel-
atively stronger narrowband interference, therefore outperforming systems
with lower DF. On the other hand, the advantage of employing low DF
can only be noticeable in higher SIR environment, where the signal is able
to dominate the relatively weaker narrowband interference, with the total
UWB signal energy distributed over the lesser Ns.

This result suggests that low DF signaling is suitable for interference
mitigation only beyond certain level of SIR. At extremely low SIR, systems
with higher DF have slight advantage. Therefore, the employment of low DF
signal to mitigate interference should be designed with reference to different
SIR environments.

DS-UWB Performance vs. Data Rate

This section presents the relationship between system data rate Rb and BER
performance in systems with varying DF. The related system parameters
such as SIR, SNR, Lc and fc are set to 10dB, 16dB and 8 respectively. As for
the narrowband signal, the fnrb and Wj are 6GHz and 10MHz respectively.
The processing gain PG is set to constant 48 for fair comparison.
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Figure 4.10: BER Performance vs. Number of Users for DS-UWB System.
SNR=16dB, SIR=10dB, Lc=8, fc=6GHz, fnrb=6GHz, Wj=10MHz, CM1.
Signal to Multi-user Interference Ratio is set to unity.

Fig.4.9 shows that for the same PG, systems employing lower DF out-
performs those with higher DF in all range of Rb. It can also be observed
that reducing Rb as a tradeoff parameter does not always improve BER
performance. This observation is valid for all δ=1, 0.17 and 0.02 in fig.4.9.
As Rb decreases from 83Mbps to approximately 20Mbps, BER performance
improves correspondingly. However, below that level, as Rb continues to
decrease, BER performance on the other hand, degrades. This suggests the
existence of an optimum Rb for DS-UWB systems with varying DF, where
the relative best BER performance can be achieved. Additionally, the opti-
mum Rb for each δ=0.02, 0.17 and 1 are slightly different. The higher the
DF is the lower the optimum Rb becomes. This indicates that if interference
mitigation technique with lower DF signaling is applied, the relative best
BER performance can actually be achieved at a higher Rb.

DS-UWB Performance vs. Number of Users

The number of simultaneous users sharing the same propagation channel
causes MUI. By employing signal with lower DF, MUI can be mitigated.
This section presents the simulation results of the performance of DS-UWB
system in multi-user environment corresponding to different number of in-
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terfering users. The total number of users K is set to 6. The SNR and SIR
of the system are 16dB and 10dB respectively. The narrowband system has
fnrb=6GHz and Wj=10MHz, while fc=6GHz. A total of Lc=8 paths are
selected and combined.

Fig.4.10 shows the relationship between number of users U and BER
performance. It is found that as U increases, BER performance degrades.
By employing signal with lower DF, BER improvement can be observed. For
system with Rb=78Mbps, the BER improvement due to decreasing δ from
1 to 0.02 starts at U=4. As Rb is decreased to 21Mbps, BER improvement
can be observed starting from U=5.

By applying mitigation technique with lower DF signaling, more MUI
can be mitigated. This is because at lower DF, the signal has less pulse
per symbol, thus reducing the possibility of ‘collision’ between signals from
interfering users and the desired user. Less ‘collision’ results in lower MUI
and therefore better BER performance.

4.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, two interference mitigation techniques are proposed for
UWB system. These mitigation techniques have a common objective to
mitigate interference generated by UWB system to narrowband systems
sharing the same or nearby spectrum bands, and simultaneously, to miti-
gate corresponding narrowband interference. Firstly, the mitigation tech-
nique applying power suppression on sub-band of a DS-MB-UWB system
is introduced. Then, the mitigation technique employing signaling design
with lower chip duty factor is also proposed. The techniques are applied
in DS-UWB and DS-MB-UWB systems over multipath and multi-user en-
vironment in the presence of a coexisting narrowband signal. The system
performance related to the application of the mitigation techniques are then
presented and analyzed. The dependence of the mitigation techniques on
different system parameter is also investigated.

Future works include practicality of the mitigation techniques in the
implementation and circuit design. Besides, the issue of peak power is also
an essential parameter to be considered as these mitigation techniques are
applied.

The next chapter will discuss the issue of timing error in the UWB
signaling design with very short duration. The impact of timing error will
be studied considering different system parameters.



Chapter 5

Timing Jitter in UWB
System

UWB system is able to offer encouraging technical advantages by employing
pulses with very short duration. Some of the common advantages are bet-
ter multipath resolvability, better coexistence capability and robustness to
multi-user interference. However, as shorter pulse are employed, the issue of
timing error, or widely known as timing jitter, becomes more significantly
pronounced in performance degradation. Degradation caused by timing jit-
ter is unavoidable since it is due to circuitry imperfection in the system.
Particularly in UWB system, issues involving tolerance against timing jitter
are closely related to nano-second order signaling design, and these issues
have to be taken into consideration when the system link budget is estab-
lished.

UWB radios involving pulse design in the order of several nanoseconds
have to take into consideration of at least timing jitter in the order to 10ps
achievable only by recently reported clock stability [45, 46]. Besides, there
are also other factors such as timing tracking and relative velocities between
transmitter and receiver which will introduce additional degradation in syn-
chronization [47].

The potential degradation caused by timing jitter in UWB systems has
inspired investigations to be conducted to assess its impact. Timing error
tolerance of time hopping (TH) UWB impulse radio for both pulse amplitude
modulation (PAM) and pulse position modulation (PPM) is investigated
in [48] and [49]. The different impact of timing jitter on various modulation
techniques such as orthogonal PPM, optimum PPM, binary phase shift key-
ing (BPSK) and on-off keying (OOK) in UWB impulse radio are compared
and commented in [47]. The effect of timing jitter on TH spread spectrum
signaling scheme is investigated in [50]. The impact of Gaussian distributed
timing jitter with both uncorrelated and correlated successive jitter sam-
ples on TH-UWB systems are compared in [51]. Performance evaluation

75
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of TH-UWB system in timing jitter environment from the perspective of
processing gain can be found in [52]. Performance degradation of TH-UWB
system due to timing jitter in multi-user environment is investigated in [53].
It is worth to note that most of the existing literatures are found focusing
on conventional TH-UWB impulse radios.

In this chapter, the potential performance degradation due to timing
jitter is investigated in different UWB signaling designs. Instead of the
more established TH-UWB impulse radio, the less studied direct sequence
(DS) UWB signaling is investigated in the presence of timing jitter.

Next, in order to mitigate the impact of timing jitter, mitigation method
employing DS-MB-UWB signaling design is proposed. DS-MB-UWB system
uses longer pulse to occupy narrower sub-bands, and is therefore able to
increase tolerance against degradation of timing jitter. There are existing
literatures reporting methods of mitigating the impact of timing jitter in
UWB systems by manipulating pulse shapes [54] and different Rake receivers
[55], but none with system design employing multiple sub-bands to achieve
better system performance in timing jitter environment.

The outline of this chapter is given as below. Firstly, the detailed mech-
anism of timing jitter in UWB receiver is explained. Then the impact of
timing jitter on UWB system relating to various system parameters is pre-
sented and discussed. Finally, the timing jitter mitigation signaling design is
proposed. The analysis can also be found in the author’s publications [56,57]

5.1 Timing Jitter

A BPSK DS-UWB system is considered. The transmitted and received
signal model are similar to the ones previously developed. Transmitted
signal can be given by (2.2), and the received signal over multipath and
multi-user can be given by (2.7),

In the receiver, assuming that timing jitter occurs in the reference signal
(hereon referred as template signal) used to correlate the received signal due
to circuitry imperfection. Thus, modifying (2.10), the correlation process
between the received signal r(t) at the l-th Rake finger with delay τl and the
template signal ψ(t) with an instantaneous timing jitter νl, can be described
as:

Zl =
∫ Ts

0
r(t)ψ(t− τl − νl)dt =

√
EpNsEdχlα(τl + νl) + ηl

l = 0, 1, ..., L − 1 (5.1)

where L = Td/Tp is the total resolvable paths. Here, it is assumed that
Rake reception with MRC method is applied. Fig.5.1 illustrates how the
Rake fingers are positioned in multiple Tp to capture the signal energy from
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Figure 5.1: Placement of Template Signals by Correlators in the Rake Re-
ceiver. Solid line arrows: ideal positions of the template, Dashed line arrows:
positions of the template with timing jitter ν.

the channel response and how an instantaneous timing jitter ν affects the po-
sitions. Fig.5.1 can be compared to fig.2.3 where no timing jitter is assumed
in the template signals.

Then, by using an SRake receiver to combine Lc < L number of paths,
the decision statistic can be given as:

Z =
√
EpNsEd

Lc−1∑
l=0

χlα(τl)Zl = EpNsEd

Lc−1∑
l=0

χ2
l α(τl)α(τl + νl) + η (5.2)

Finally, the energy capture (EC) and system performance quantified as
BER can be referred to that given in (2.11) and (2.15), respectively.

5.2 Simulation Model and Parameters

The system models provided in the previous section are further elaborated
by specific numerical examples. This section discusses the setup of the
simulation environment and related system parameters for these numerical
examples. Firstly, the system parameters of the transceivers and propaga-
tion environment are presented. Then the characteristics of the timing jitter
existing in the system are discussed.
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Figure 5.2: Received Modulated Gaussian Pulse and its Normalized Auto-
correlation Function. Tp=2ns, tm=0.39Tp, fc=4GHz.

5.2.1 System Parameters

The transmitted DS-UWB pulse waveform p(t) is the modulated Gaussian
pulse as given in (2.17). Fig.5.2 illustrates the received modulated Gaussian
pulse without loss or fading and the correlator output due to delay or tim-
ing jitter of the template signal. Fig.5.2 suggests that delay or timing jitter
decreases the correlator output and thus decreases the amount of EC. Addi-
tionally, it is worth to note that the autocorrelation function depends greatly
on the pulse waveform, center frequency and pulse duration.

The UWB system is designed to transmit signal over indoor multipath
and multi-user environment. At the receiver end, timing jitter is assumed to
be present in the template signal generator. Then, corresponding to various
system parameters such as SNR, Rake fingers, chip length, number of users
and so on, system performance is determined through computer simulations.
The summary of the simulation parameters are as shown in tab.5.1.

5.2.2 Timing Jitter Model

The receiver described in (5.1) shows that the timing jitter present at the
template signal generator is an instantaneous value ν. In the computer sim-
ulation, timing jitter with a statistical distribution is modeled for a more
realistic investigation. Here, the timing jitter is assumed to have a Gaussian
distribution. In most electrical circuits, thermal noise that causes timing
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Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters for DS-UWB System in the Presence of
Timing Jitter.

Parameters
pulse duration Tp 0.267 to 4ns
chip length Ns 1 to 50

SNR 0 to 30dB
Rake fingers Lc 1 to 20

Rake combining method MRC
multipath channel model IEEE 802.15.3a CM1, CM2, CM3, CM4
system bandwidth Wt 0.5 to 7.5GHz

chip duty δ 0.2 to 1
pulse center frequency fc 4 to 10GHz

number of simultaneous users U 1 to 30
data modulation BPSK
pulse waveform modulated Gaussian

error is Gaussian distributed. And if there are several uncorrelated com-
posite effects with different distributions taking place simultaneously, these
effects will approach Gaussian distribution, according to the central limit
theorem [58,59].

The Gaussian probability density function (PDF) can be given as:

G(ν) =
1

σ
√

2π
exp

(
− ν2

2σ2

)
(5.3)

where ν is the instantaneous timing jitter value, σ is the standard deviation
of the timing jitter distribution, σ is defined as the root mean square jitter
(RMSJ) and is expressed in nanoseconds or picoseconds in the following
sections. The term ‘timing jitter’ applied in the following discussions are
referred to RMSJ, if not specified otherwise.

5.3 Performance in the Presence of Timing Jitter

This section presents the impact of timing jitter on UWB system perfor-
mance corresponding to different system parameters. The signaling design
for UWB system is DS spreading with various pulse duration and chip duty
factor. The DS-UWB performance in multipath environment with single
user is firstly discussed, followed by multi-user environment.
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Figure 5.3: BER Performance vs. Root Mean Square Jitter over Different
Multipath Channels for DS-UWB System. SNR=20dB, Tp=2ns, fc=4GHz,
Lc=8, δ=1, CM1-4.

5.3.1 Performance in Multipath Channel

DS-UWB Performance vs. RMSJ

Fig.5.3 presents the relationship between BER performance and RMSJ with
varying chip length Ns for DS-UWB systems in different indoor multipath
channel models. System parameters such as SNR, Lc, fc and Tp are set to
20dB, 8, 4GHz and 2ns respectively. Multipath CM1 to CM4 are considered
over single user environment.

In fig.5.3, a general observation is that as RMSJ increases, all systems
display performance degradation regardless of Ns and channel models. It
is found that systems with higher Ns give better BER performance, espe-
cially at lower values of RMSJ (from 0 to 10ps). Without the presence of
timing jitter (RMSJ=0ps), BER performance for systems with Ns=1 and 7
are 10−1 and 10−2 respectively, whereas systems with Ns=31 and 63 have
better BER of below 10−3. Next, as RMSJ increases towards 20ps, the dif-
ference in BER performance for various Ns becomes smaller. Furthermore,
as RMSJ increases beyond 50ps, most systems performance approach to
BER of 10−0.5.

Next, BER performance for systems with Ns=31 and varying RMSJ are
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Figure 5.4: Simplified Relationship between the Average Value of Normal-
ized Correlator Output and Timing Jitter (AWGN and channel fading ne-
glected). Tp=2ns and fc=4GHz.

also analyzed in different channel models. Results for CM1 and CM2 show
the different impacts of LOS and NLOS receptions in jitter environment,
whereas CM3 provides fading analysis due to distance and CM4 outlines
the effects of an extreme condition of NLOS. From fig.5.3, it is observed
that the pattern of BER performance degradation (the curvature of the
graphs) due to timing jitter is similar for all channel models. Without the
presence of timing jitter, it is found that the difference between CM1 and
CM2 is greater as compared to CM2 and CM3. Thus it can be said that
the effect of NLOS is more significant as compared to the effects of distance.
As RMSJ increases to 20ps, the difference among the systems with different
channel models becomes less obvious.

Fig.5.4 can be used to explain the effects of timing jitter on system per-
formance. As RMSJ increases, the average value of the correlator output
decreases due to mistiming of the template signal placement in the correla-
tion process (refer fig.5.1). Referring to fig.5.4, the quantitative relationship
between timing jitter (RMSJ) and the average value of correlator output
can be identified. Neglecting AWGN and channel fading, correlator output
of 1 (100% energy capture) can be obtained if not timing jitter is present.
However, as RMSJ increases, the correlator output decreases considerably,
causing performance degradation to take place.

DS-UWB Performance vs. Chip Length

Fig.5.3 has shown BER performance for DS-UWB systems with Ns=1, 7,
31, 63 corresponding varying RMSJ and found that the more number of
Ns used, the better the BER performance becomes. Since employment of
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Figure 5.5: BER Performance vs. Chip Length for DS-UWB System.
SNR=25dB, Tp=2ns, fc=4GHz, Lc=8, δ=1, CM1.

spreading chips is the main design option applied in DS signaling scheme, in
this section, a more overall picture of the effects of increasingNs is presented.
Fig.5.5 presents the BER performance versus varying Ns for DS-UWB sys-
tem. At Ns=1, the difference in BER performance for systems in RMSJ=0,
10 and 20ps are not significant, all at BER of approximately 10−1. How-
ever, as Ns increases, the difference becomes greater. At Ns=50, the BER
performance for systems in the presence of RMSJ=0,10 and 20ps are 10−5,
10−4 and 2 ∗ 10−3 respectively.

As Ns increases, longer DS spreading code is employed and thus increases
chip randomization between adjacent received symbols. As a result, the SI
between adjacent symbols decreases due to increasing chip orthogonality,
and BER performance improves. In a jitter-free environment (RMSJ=0ps),
it is observed that BER performance improves significantly particularly from
Ns=1 to 40, after where BER improvement slows down and saturates de-
spite continuously increasing Ns. This can be defined as the ‘saturating Ns’.
On the other hand, in the presence of timing jitter, the mistiming of tem-
plate signal causes the average correlator output to decrease and generates
more error in the detection process, therefore degrading BER performance
severely. Additionally, timing jitter also causes the ‘saturating Ns’ to be
observed at lower value. For example, with RMSJ=20ps in the system, sig-
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Figure 5.6: BER Performance vs. SNR for DS-UWB System. Ns=31,
Tp=2ns, δ=1, fc=4GHz, Lc=8, CM1.

nificant BER improvement can only be observed up to Ns=30 (as compared
to Ns=40 in RMSJ=0ps). It is well known that increasing number of DS
chips to gain better performance is an important system resource in DS-
UWB systems. But the presence of timing jitter has clearly compromised
the effectiveness of this resource.

DS-UWB Performance vs. SNR

Besides manipulating number of Ns in DS-UWB signaling design, another
option for improving BER performance is by transmitting signals with higher
SNR. Fig.5.6 presents the relationship between BER performance and trans-
mitted signal with different SNR in the presence of timing jitter. At system
SNR lower than 10dB, the BER performance difference among systems with
various RMSJ is not obvious. As SNR increases beyond 10dB, systems with
higher RMSJ have worse BER performance. Systems with higher RMSJ re-
quire higher SNR to reach the same BER level as systems with lower SNR.
As an example, for systems with RMSJ=0, 10 and 15ps, the SNR needed to
achieve BER of 10−3 are approximately 19, 21 and 25dB. It is also observed
that for systems with higher RMSJ, BER improvement due to increasing
SNR also becomes less efficient. For example, as SNR increases from 20dB
to 25dB, at RMSJ=10ps, BER improvement is 2∗10−3/2∗10−4 = 10 times,
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Figure 5.7: BER Performance vs. Pulse Duration for DS-UWB System.
SNR=25dB, Ns=15, δ=1, fc=4GHz, Lc=8, CM1.

whereas at RMSJ=25ps, BER improvement is only 4 ∗ 10−2/2 ∗ 10−2 = 2
times.

DS-UWB Performance vs. Pulse Duration

Fig.5.7 shows the effects of employing different pulse duration Tp in DS-UWB
system in the presence of timing jitter. An SRake receiver that selects and
combines Lc=8 best paths from a total of L resolvable paths is employed.
SNR and Ns are set to 25dB and 15 respectively.

For a jitter-free environment (RMSJ=0ps) shown in fig.5.7, as Tp in-
creases from 0.267ns to 1.5ns, BER performance improves. The reason is
that as Tp becomes longer, L = Td/Tp decreases. Then, by selecting and
combining a fixed value of Lc=8 paths from the decreasing L, more fractional
energy can be captured in each path. This factor contributes to the BER
improvement from Tp=0.267 to 1.5ns. However, if Tp continues to increase
beyond 1.5ns, BER performance on the other hand, degrades. This is be-
cause beyond Tp=1.5ns, the received multipath profiles become longer and
start to overlap each other (paths becoming less isolated), resulting in ampli-
tude fluctuation (channel fading) [20,34,60,61]. Fig.5.8 presents a simplified
illustration on how longer pulses result in more overlapped paths (fig.5.8 bot-
tom) as compared to shorter pulse with more isolated paths (fig.5.8 top).
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Figure 5.8: Truncated Noiseless Channel Response over CM1 for Transmit-
ted Unit Energy Pulse Duration 0.267ns (top) and 3ns (bottom).

The longer Tp becomes, the more paths overlap with each other, causing
more channel fading, thus degrading BER performance. The emergence
of these two contrary factors causes the existence of an optimum value of
Tp=1.5ns as observed in fig.5.7 at BER=2.5 ∗ 10−4. The optimum pulse du-
ration Tpo is defined as the pulse duration that provides minimum achievable
BER at a specified SNR.

With timing jitter present in the system, it is found that the correspond-
ing Tpo becomes lower. Also, the achievable BER performance with each Tpo

degrades as RMSJ increases. For example, at RMSJ=10, 20 and 30ps, Tpo

are found to be 1.25, 0.7 and 0.5ns at BER=1 ∗ 10−3, 2 ∗ 10−3 and 3 ∗ 10−3

respectively. From the discussions given above, it can be shown that as
Tp increases from 0.267ns, more fractional energy can be captured. How-
ever, the presence of timing jitter limits the increase in EC due to longer
Tp with the mistiming of template signal. This phenomenon becomes more
dominant as RMSJ increases and forces the opposite factor of overlapped
paths degradation to take over at lower Tp. In other words, timing jitter
can be seen as ‘helping’ the effects of channel fading and result in Tpo to
occur at a lower Tp. Increasing spreading bandwidth Wt by reducing Tp is
one of the main resource in UWB system to increase data rate and improve
performance, timing jitter is found to compromise this system resource.

DS-UWB Performance vs. Chip Duty Factor

In DS-UWB systems, chip duty factor (DF) δ is normally set to less than
unity to occupy a wideWt. Fig.5.9 presents BER performance corresponding
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Figure 5.9: BER Performance vs. Chip Duty Factor for DS-UWB System.
SNR=25dB, Ns=15, Tc=4ns, fc=4GHz, Lc=8, CM1.

to varying DF in the presence of timing jitter. Chip duration Tc is set to
4ns and Tp is decreased to obtain lower DF.

Referring to fig.5.9, without timing jitter, BER performance for δ < 0.5
is better than BER at δ=1. The worst BER performance takes place in
0.5 < δ < 1. This is due to partial correlation products of adjacent pulses
besides the desired pulse. Detailed explanation has been given following
fig.3.6.

With timing jitter present in the system, the idea of decreasing DF to
obtain better BER performance is still relevant, but BER performance is
degraded in an overall manner. For example, at δ=0.4, an RMSJ of 10ps
causes BER performance to achieve only 3 ∗ 10−4 as compared to 2 ∗ 10−4

without timing jitter. And BER performance for systems with RMSJ=20
and 30ps are 2 ∗ 10−3 and 1 ∗ 10−2 respectively at δ=0.4.

Note that manipulating DF produces an advantage towards timing jit-
ter. From fig.5.9, for different RMSJ, the BER performance difference in
δ <0.3 becomes less obvious as compared to higher DF. In other words,
BER performance for systems with high RMSJ can be improved effectively
by decreasing DF. The reason is that as DF decreases, the increasing re-
solvable path and decreasing channel fading due to shorter pulse is more
dominant over the mistiming of the template pulse.
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Figure 5.10: BER Performance vs. Combined and Selected Paths for DS-
UWB System. SNR=25dB, Ns=31, Tp=2ns, δ=1, fc=4GHz, CM1.

DS-UWB Performance vs. Rake Fingers

Fig.5.10 presents the BER performance for DS-UWB system with varying
SRake combined paths Lc in the presence of timing jitter. Without timing
jitter, as Lc increases from 1 to 8, improvement in BER performance from
1 ∗ 10−3 to 2 ∗ 10−5 can be observed. Beyond Lc=8, further increasing Lc

saturates and does not further improve BER performance. However, with
the presence of timing jitter, the capability of improving BER performance
by increasing Lc is compromised. For RMSJ=15ps, BER saturates at 1∗10−3

with Lc=4 . In other words, timing jitter causes the ‘saturating Lc’ to
become lower and the corresponding BER to become worse. Thus, the design
flexibility provided by SRake receiver to achieve better BER by increasing
Lc is limited as RMSJ increases.

DS-UWB Performance vs. Pulse Center Frequency

Conventional impulse radio uses baseband pulses for transmitting signals.
However, in order to ensure practicality in high speed communication and to
fully utilize the UWB bandwidth, it is essential to modulate the system to
a higher center frequency fc. Fig.5.11 shows the impact of using different fc

on BER performance in the presence of timing jitter. Without timing jitter
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Figure 5.11: BER Performance vs. Center Frequency for DS-UWB System.
SNR=25dB, Ns=31, Tp=2ns, δ=1, Lc=8, CM1.

(RMSJ=0ps), increasing fc in the transmitted pulse does not show signifi-
cant changes in BER, that is constantly around 4∗10−5. However, as RMSJ
increases, BER degradation corresponding to increasing fc becomes more
obvious. At RMSJ=10ps, BER at fc=4GHz is 2 ∗ 10−4, but it degrades to
2∗10−2 at fc=10GHz. It is also found that at higher RMSJ, the BER degra-
dation is more rapid at lower range of fc. For example, at RMSJ=20ps, BER
saturates towards 10−0.5 at fc=9GHz but at RMSJ=30ps, BER saturates
towards 10−0.5 starting from as low as fc=6GHz.

These observations can be explained by using fig.5.2. As fc becomes
higher, the autocorrelation function drops more rapidly as delay or timing
jitter takes place. In other words, for higher fc, a shorter timing jitter is
required to cause more severe degradation in the correlator output due to
the more rapidly fluctuating autocorrelation function.

5.3.2 Performance in Multi-user Channel

The previous section discusses the impact of timing jitter on BER perfor-
mance in accordance to various system parameters in single user environ-
ment. As number of interference user U increases, the system performance
changes considerably. This section presents the analysis of such conditions.
In this section, U refers to interfering users other than the desired user.
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Figure 5.12: BER Performance vs. Number of Interfering Users for DS-
UWB System. SNR=30dB, Ns=31, Tp=2ns, δ=1, Lc = 8, fc=4GHz, CM1.

DS-UWB Performance vs. Number of Users

Fig.5.12 presents the relationship between BER performance and number of
interfering users U supported in the system. SNR and Ns are set to 30dB
and 31. A total of Lc=8 paths are combined from multipath CM1.

It is shown that without timing jitter (RMSJ=0ps), as U increases, BER
performance degrades. For example, at U=0 (single user environment),
BER is 10−5 whereas at U=5 BER degrades to 2 ∗ 10−2. Furthermore, if
timing jitter is present in the system, more degradation is observed. An
environment with U=5 and RMSJ=20ps gives BER as high as 6 ∗ 10−2,
as compared to 2 ∗ 10−2 without jitter. Besides, it is also observed that
BER degradation is especially rapid at low number of users (U ≤ 5) than
higher number of users. For RMSJ=10ps, single user environment gives
BER of 8 ∗ 10−5 and as U increases to 5, BER is 4 ∗ 10−2, around 500 fold
of degradation. As U continues to increase from 5 to 30, BER degrades to
2 ∗ 10−1, which is only 5 fold.

DS-UWB Performance vs. RMSJ in Different Multipath Channels

In fig.5.13, the effect of varying RMSJ on DS-UWB system over multi-user
and various multipath channels is presented. System SNR, Tp and Lc are
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Figure 5.13: BER Performance vs. RMSJ in Multi-user and Multipath
Channels for DS-UWB System. SNR=30dB, Tp=2ns, δ=1, fc=4GHz, Lc=8,
CM1-4.

set to 30dB, 2ns and 8 respectively.
Firstly, it is found that increasing Ns is effective in improving BER per-

formance even in multi-user environment. The reason is that as Ns increases,
more number of chips are used to spread the symbols, thus increasing the
randomization not only among adjacent chips, but also among simultaneous
users sharing the same propagation channel.

On the other hand, timing jitter is found to degrade differently, BER
performance for systems with different U . For example, BER performance
for U=1 is found to be significantly better than BER for U=4 at RMSJ
below 30ps. However, as RMSJ increases from 0 to 30ps, performance for
system with U=1 degrades more rapidly as compared to that with U=4.
This observation indicates that with RMSJ reaching a certain value (in
this particular analysis, 30ps), timing jitter becomes the dominant factor
for BER performance degradation. Furthermore, increasing Ns to achieve
better BER performance is also found to be less effective at higher RMSJ.

Propagation of DS-UWB signal over multi-user environment in the pres-
ence of timing jitter shows a rather different scenario from that in single
user environment. In multipath environment, the main observation is that
different channel models representing different physical conditions are found
to have less significant effects on BER performance. Referring to fig.5.13,
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Figure 5.14: BER Performance vs. SNR in Multi-user Environment for
DS-UWB System. Ns=31, Tp=2ns, δ=1, Lc = 8, fc=4GHz, CM1.

BER performance difference is not distinguishable in CM2, CM3 and CM4.
Meanwhile, CM1 has the relative best performance. In other words, the ef-
fects of LOS and NLOS are the main factors determining BER performance
in the presence of timing jitter.

DS-UWB Performance vs. SNR

Fig.5.14 presents BER performance corresponding to SNR for DS-UWB over
timing jitter and multi-user environment. System parameters such as Ns,
Tp and Lc are set to 31, 2ns and 8 respectively.

The results show BER performance for U=0, 2 and 4. Increasing SNR
to achieve better BER performance for single user environment has been
concluded in the earlier section. However, in multi-user environment, beyond
a certain value of SNR, BER performance saturates despite continuously
increasing SNR. This is defined as the ‘saturating SNR’. In fig.5.14, the
‘saturating SNR’ for systems with U=2 and 4 are approximately 30dB.
Without the presence of timing jitter (RMSJ=0ps), BER at ‘saturating
SNR’ for systems with U=2 and 4 are 7 ∗ 10−4 and 10−2, respectively. And
with the presence of timing jitter, the ‘saturating SNR’ remains similar but
the corresponding BER performance further degrades. For RMSJ=10ps,
the corresponding BER performance for systems with U=2 and 4 become
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Figure 5.15: Multipath Channel with Exponentially Decaying PDP.

2 ∗ 10−3 and 1.8 ∗ 10−2, respectively. In other words, the presence of timing
jitter compromises the improvement of BER performance due to increasing
SNR in multi-user environment, especially in higher range of SNR.

5.4 Timing Jitter Mitigation Technique Employ-

ing Multiband UWB Signaling Design

Up to this section, the impact of timing jitter is evaluated from various as-
pects, and it can be commented that considerable performance degradation
is observed when timing jitter is present in UWB system. In this section, by
employing multiband UWB signaling, the impact of timing jitter is found
to be reduced. The attempt to develop mitigation technique employing DS-
MB-UWB system with multiple narrower sub-bands (thus longer-duration
pulses) should display encouraging results. The previous section shows that
signal with shorter pulse duration is subjected to more severe timing jitter
degradation. Therefore, designing DS-MB-UWB signaling provides poten-
tials to mitigate performance degradation due to timing jitter.

In this section, both DS and DS-MB UWB systems are designed over
multipath channel with Rayleigh distributed fading. The signal models can
be referred to (2.2) and (2.1).

Then, the channel model can be described as the pattern of how the
energy in the received signal is distributed along the multipaths. Firstly,
the received signal amplitudes at a certain path are assumed to follow the
Rayleigh fading distribution. The mean value of these faded signals give
the average energy present at that particular path. Here, the distribution
pattern of average energy along the multipath profile is defined by expo-
nentially decaying power delay profile (PDP). As shown in fig.5.15, for an
exponentially decaying PDP, the first path has the largest portion of aver-
age SNR, and for the following paths the SNR decreases in an exponential
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manner.
The average SNR for each path can be given by:

Ψl = Γ
[
1 − exp(−C/L)
1 − exp(−C)

]
e−C[ l−1

L ]

C > 0, l = 1, 2, ..., L (5.4)

where Γ = Es/N0 is the total SNR with Es as the symbol energy, C denotes
the representation of the decaying rate of the average path SNR. At different
values of C, the energy distribution pattern versus time will be different, but
the total amount of energy in the channel response remains the same. For
larger C values, most energy are concentrated at the earlier period of time
and decaying process takes place more rapidly.

Next, the DS-MB-UWB pulse autocorrelation function in the presence
of a Gaussian distributed timing jitter having a standard deviation σ can
be described as:

G(σ) =
(

1
σ
√

2

)
 1√

π
t2m

+ 1
2σ2


 exp


−π2E[fm]2√

π
t2m

+ 1
2σ2




m = 1, 2, 3, ..., B (5.5)

where tm is the pulse width constant and E[.] denotes the expected value.
By changing fm to a constant center frequency fc, (5.5) can be modified to
represent a DS-UWB signal autocorrelation.

The average energy able to be capture at the l-th path can be given by:

βl = EsG(σ)2
[
1 − exp(−C/L)
1 − exp(−C)

]
e−C( l−1

L )

C > 0, l = 1, 2, ..., L (5.6)

Finally the symbol error rate (SER) can be described as [61]:

SERSRake =
1
π

∫ Θ

0

Lc∏
l=1

[
sin2(θ)

λMPSKΨlG(σ)2 + sin2(θ)

]

·
L∏

l=Lc+1

[
sin2(θ)

ΨMPSKΨlG(σ)2 Lc
l + sin2(θ)

]
dθ (5.7)

where Ψl is the average SNR in the l-th path, Lc is the number of selected
and combined paths out of the L number of total resolvable paths, λMPSK

= sin2(π/M), Θ = π(M − 1)/M and M is the M -ary signaling level.
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Figure 5.16: BER Performance vs. SNR for Different UWB Signaling De-
sign. Lc = 4, Wt=6GHz, NRMSJ=0.01%, Td=200ns, Exponential Decaying
PDP, C=10.

In this section, numerical examples are provided to show that timing
jitter can be mitigated by employing DS-MB-UWB signaling schemes. Here,
note that SER can be understood as BER since BPSK is used. Also, timing
jitter is referred as normalized RMSJ (NRMSJ). NRMSJ is the ratio of
RMSJ to pulse duration and is expressed in percentage. The higher the
NRMSJ, the more severe the mistiming becomes.

Fig.5.16 presents the mitigation capability of DS-MB-UWB signaling as
compared to DS-UWB signaling. The total bandwidth Wt for all systems
are 6GHz, Lc=4 and maximum delay spread Td=200ns. NRMSJ=0.01%
is considered to present in the systems. The multipath channel follow an
exponential decaying PDP with C=10.

Fig.5.16 shows that DS-MB-UWB system generally outperforms DS-
UWB system. Additionally, it is observed that DS-MB-UWB system em-
ploying more number of bands performs better. Note that increasing B
does not improve BER performance proportionately. For example, the BER
improvement from B=1 to 2 bands is higher compared to B=2 to 4 bands.

The behavior of BER performance can be explained from the perspective
of energy capture. Fig.5.17 compares the achievable captured energy by DS-
UWB and DS-MB-UWB systems with different number of sub-bands B and
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Figure 5.17: Energy Capture vs. Normalized RMSJ for Different UWB
Signaling Design. Lc = 4, Wt=6GHz, Td=200ns, Exponential Decaying
PDP, C=10.

varying NRMSJ. It can be shown that DS-MB-UWB is able to capture more
energy than DS-UWB systems at all value of NRMSJ. Furthermore, the
higher B becomes, the more energy can be captured. The reason is, as more
sub-bands are employed, longer pulses are used. When NRMSJ increases,
the captured energy generally decreases. However, the observation that DS-
MB-UWB with higher B captures more energy still holds, despite increasing
NRMSJ. By employing more sub-bands, DS-MB-UWB system is able to
capture more fractional energy, and thus have better BER performance.

This section suggests that mitigation technique can be developed by
employing multiband signaling design. Corresponding different system pa-
rameters such as B and SNR, tolerance against timing jitter is found to
vary significantly. Careful design has to be conducted to optimize BER
performance.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, the issue of timing jitter due to circuitry imperfection of
the template signal generator in UWB receiver is presented. The impact of
timing jitter on UWB system with DS signaling is investigated and miti-
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gated. Firstly, the mechanism of timing jitter in the correlation process and
how degradation takes place is presented and discussed. Next, the various
impact of timing jitter on performance of DS-UWB system corresponding
to parameters such as root mean square jitter, chip length, SNR, pulse du-
ration, chip duty factor, pulse center frequency, Rake fingers and number
of interfering users are discussed in detail. Finally, by employing DS-MB-
UWB signaling, mitigation technique against timing jitter is proposed, and
the results are shown. Timing jitter is an unavoidable mistiming in all digi-
tal communication systems, and the degradation is furthermore pronounced
in UWB systems employing very short pulses. Therefore, the signaling de-
sign of UWB system has to seriously take into consideration the issue of
timing jitter, so that the additional loss in the link budget can be effectively
estimated.

Future works can be focused on other approaches to mitigate the degra-
dation caused by timing jitter in UWB systems. Some suggested methods
are employment of robust pulse waveforms, employment of preambles in the
receiver and so on. Combinational techniques in DS-MB-UWB system can
also be considered.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary

This thesis has addressed the significance of signaling design in UWB com-
munication systems. UWB signal with various design options are evaluated
for the purposes of performance improvement and interference mitigation.
Additionally, potential threats to system performance such as timing jitter
has also been investigated. The main contribution of this thesis is to widen
the dimension of UWB system design from the perspective of signaling ma-
nipulation.

Firstly, the behavior of UWB signal with low chip duty factor (DF)
is investigated and presented. It is found that in multipath environment,
the employment of low DF signal enables more efficient energy capture,
and thus better system performance. However, decreasing DF does not
always result in performance improvement. Instead, optimum DF value is
found to exist. In multi-user environment, low DF signal is more robust to
multi-user interference due to the reduction of collision between signals from
simultaneous users. Furthermore, by overlapping sub-bands in multiband
UWB system through low DF signaling design, performance improvement
can be observed. Various advantages can be obtained from manipulation of
DF in UWB signaling design.

Secondly, mitigation technologies are developed for UWB system by ma-
nipulating parameters in signaling design. By suppressing sub-band power
in multiband system, it is shown that UWB interference towards coexist-
ing narrowband system can be reduced, and at the same time, narrowband
interference towards UWB system can also be decreased. Additionally, by
employing low DF UWB signals, while mitigating UWB interference to-
wards narrowband systems, performance improvement can also be observed
in UWB systems. In other words, the development of mitigation techniques
are shown to be mutually beneficial to both UWB system and coexisting
wireless services.
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Thirdly, the impact of timing jitter on UWB performance is evaluated
and reported. As timing jitter increases, system performance generally be-
comes degraded. Timing jitter is also found to compromise performance
improvement achievable by increasing inputs of system resources, such as
spreading code length, SNR and Rake fingers. In multipath environment,
timing jitter can be viewed as ’helping’ channel fading in degrading UWB
performance. In multi-user channel, timing jitter limits the total support-
able number of users. It is essential for the impact of timing jitter to be
understood so that relevant approaches can be taken to reduce degradation
caused in system performance. As a mitigation technique to reduce the ef-
fect of timing jitter, signaling design employing multiple narrower sub-bands
is applied and the mitigation capability is shown with specific numerical ex-
amples.

Lastly, it is concluded that by manipulating signaling design in UWB
systems, optimum performance can be obtained. More efforts should be
dedicated into investigating the potentials of signaling design to further ac-
celerate UWB performance and throughput.

6.2 Future Works

There remain several potential prospects for UWB signaling design. The em-
ployment of low DF signal produces pulses with higher peak power. Peak
power is an interesting topic in UWB communications and its relationship
with system performance should be investigated further. The development
of a common mitigation technology that serves multi-purposes of simultane-
ously mitigating interference due to multipath, multiple access, coexisting
narrowband signal and timing jitter, should be of great interest to the UWB
community.
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